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I HAVE BEEN IN MANAGEMENT FOR SOMETHING LIKE TWO DECADES. AND, WITH A
crew of 10 people who answer to me (or, sometimes, to whom I answer), Iʼ ve always thought
that I was leading them, in the true sense of the word. But this issue of Northampton Community
College Magazine gives me pause to consider that definition. I have come to realize that I am in
“management,” as compared to “leadership.” Two different things, I now know.
Our leadership-themed issue will tell you that leaders are pioneers; they are the ones to
break new ground and truly lead the way, and who open others to the possibilities of how things
might be. Not my job. What I do, and the real job of a manager, is to help those leaders put their
vision in place and maintain the daily order of things. Which is not to make a rubber stamp of
all us managers, nor to say that both jobs donʼ t have their own importance. Certainly, a good
manager moves his or her department, along with the organization, into the future; but it is the
future of the larger vision as set by the leader. I think Iʼ ve got it now.
But are leaders born? Or are they created? Ah, thereʼ s the rub. And youʼ ll have to read our
feature article to find out the answer to that chicken/egg question. And whether they are birthed

“Our leadership-themed issue will tell you
that leaders are pioneers; they are the ones to
break new ground and truly lead the way, and
who open others to the possibilities of how
things might be.”
with a company scepter in hand, or are groomed for the top job, our article on personality tests
– those Myers-Briggs alphabet soups that clue you into whether youʼ re an intro- or extrovert,
whether youʼ re inclined to think things, or feel things – will whet your appetite to find out just
what letters make up who you are.
Along the way, some of the Lehigh Valleyʼ s top CEOs will intrigue you with their take on
the art of leadership itself. The big dogs will tell you what young professionals need to be leaders
(Now they tell me!): what books they read, a bit about their personal leadership style, and more.
But whether itʼ s my end of the professional spectrum – middle management – or the ones
with the corner offices (aka, Those Who Rule), we all deal with budget dust, donʼ t we? You know
that term – year-end money to spend before itʼ s zeroed out with the new fiscal year. If thatʼ s not
familiar, you might want to slow down on being a meeting moth (an executive who fl its from
meeting to meeting) and take a serious look at the latest in corporate buzz words. So – enough
buzz here; enjoy the issue, and wherever you end up, remember to maintain managerial courage:
the right thing for the good of all, without regard to personal interest. u
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A Blueprint for Leadership

We know who they are, but what is
what they do all about?
BY Donna Goss and Don Robertson

! Top
Floor Talk: A CEO Q & A
Our Qʼ s, their Aʼ s — get inside some of the
Lehigh Valleyʼ s top corporate minds.
BY Sue Kubik

% Leadership’s Principles: A Bigig Five
Students Learn to Take on the Challenge

At the core of how the pros do it.
BY Kristine Porter
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Starting Small:
Leaders of the Future
Move over multinationals,
small business owners
know leadership, too.
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Understanding Yourself and Others
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The well-lettered human being —
how our preferences spell out who we are.
BY James L. Johnson
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EQ, Emotional Intelligence
Find Your Emotional Quotient

A fun look at the soulful side of self.
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Campus News and Scuttlebutt
Monroe Campus
Sports Highlights
Fowler Family Southside Center
Southside Gala
Lear Symposium: Peggy McIntosh

" ALUMNI NOTES

NCC’s Career Services
Keeping an Eye on the Market for You

Employers want things — find out what,
and show them youʼ ve got it.
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Alumni Profile: George Barkanic
Fulbright Scholarship: Rebecca Brandt
Alumni Profile: Linda Mill-Perin
Donor Profile: Dorothy Rider Pool Trust
Alumni Profile: Nick Khoury
To The Editor
In Memoriam

What’s the Buzz?

Some words for the water cooler crowd
of the 21st century — get them
while they last.
BY Michael E. Nagel

^=c7TR>ETAb
5A>=C2>E4A: Lisa Remaly, an NCC student
leadership participant, with some of
Lehigh Valleyʼ s top corporate minds.
102:2>E4A: A convenient directory listing
services featured in this issue.
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Campus NEWS and Scuttlebutt

Room To Grow
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Monroe
Sowing seeds for the future

Becky Strunk remembers helping her grandparents plant hay and potatoes on their farm in Tannersville in the
1970s. The land had been a passport to the future for her great-great-grandfather, John David Gantzhorn, when
he immigrated to the United States from Germany in 1820. Now, almost 200 years later, the land will provide a
passport to new opportunities for thousands of residents of Monroe County.
IN MARCH, NORTHAMPTON
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
purchased the property from
the Gantzhorn family as
the site for a new campus.
The old blouse factory on
Mill Road that has been
the Collegeʼ s home in
Tannersville since 1993 has
been enlarged three times to
accommodate a student body
that has grown from 877
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students in the fall of 2000
to 1,887 this past fall. Now,
the 13.7-acre parcel of land
on which the current campus
sits is fully developed with
no room for significant
additions. The facility is
overcrowded even though the
College has rented auxiliary
space in a strip mall in
Fountain Court and
at Corporate Center East

▲ Above photo: Emma Arndt’s ancestors farmed the land that will
become the site of NCC’s new campus in Pocono Township. She is
shown here on the property with her grandchildren, Lara, Jared and
Jonathan, all of whom have attended NCC.

“We could not believe
OUR GOOD FORTUNE
when we found this site. It is
ideal in many ways.”
LEFT-PHOTO BY PHILIP STEIN/RIGHT-PHOTO BY RANDY MONCEAUX

in Mount Pocono.
“We had been looking for
land to build on for several
years,” reports the dean of
the Monroe Campus, Dr.
Matthew Connell. “We could
not believe our good fortune
when we found this site. It
is ideal in many ways. It is
in Pocono Township, which
is the geographic center of
the county. Itʼ s a township
that is growing and thriving.
Itʼ s close to both Route 80
and Route 715, so it will be
easy for students to get to,
and it sits in the shadow of
Mount Pocono, so it is very
picturesque.”
A number of developers
had expressed interest in the
property, but Becky and her
husband Jeff are glad the
family chose to sell it to the
College. Beckyʼ s late parents
were both teachers. Her aunt
still lives in Tannersville, and
three of her grandchildren
have attended NCC. “We
didnʼ t want to see the
land used for a mall or for
houses,” Becky says. “We
are happy the College bought
it because it will give the
community a boost.”

Building a new campus
will require a significant
investment. “We want to
create an environment that
focuses on students as learners
and that the community can
use as a resource,” the dean
says. We also want it to be as
environmentally friendly as
possible.” The College paid
$2.1 million for the land.
Connell estimates that about
$60 million will be needed for
construction.
“We have been very
fortunate to have strong
support from the community,”
Connell reports. “Individual
and corporate donors
contributed $750,000
toward the purchase of the
property, but state and county
involvement will be critical
for the next phase.”
The timing of
construction and the scope
of the programs available
at the new campus will
be contingent on funding,
Connell says. He hopes
the College will have the
commitments needed to
break ground within the next
two years.
by Heidi Bright Butler
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Currently, 15 associate degrees, certificates and specialized diplomas
can be completed at the Monroe Campus.
■ Students can major in accounting, biotechnology, business
administration, communication studies, computer information systems,
computer information technology, cyber security, computer science,
criminal justice, early childhood education, education, general studies,
liberal arts, medical billing, licensed practical nursing or social work.
■ More than 27,000 residents of Monroe County have taken classes at
NCC since the College was founded.
■ Employers in Monroe County that have hired NCC graduates include
sanofi pasteur, Pocono Medical Center, Tobyhanna Army Depot,
Stroudsburg School District, Head Start, Pleasant Valley Manor Nursing
Home, Monroe County Correctional Facility, Pocono Valley Services for
Families and Children, Camelback Ski Corporation, Great Wolf Lodge, and
Stroudsmoor Country Inn. u
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IT WAS QUITE A SPRING FOR THE SPARTANS! Although
the baseball team struggled with inconsistency during the regular
season, finishing with a 14-9 record, they played solid ball in the postseason tournament, defeating arch-rival Lehigh Carbon Community
College 6-3 and shutting out Delaware County Community College
6-0 to capture the conference title. Pitchers Rafael Rivera and Robby
Williams were named co-MVPs for the tournament. “Pitching and
defense won it for us,” said Coach John Sweeney, noting that Charles
Stokes Jr., made some “unbelievable” plays at shortstop. At the plate,
Cody Ruff tied the record of 49 hits in spring ball and came within four
hits of NCC’s all-time hitting record.
THE TENNIS TEAM
WON ALL EIGHT OF
ITS REGULAR SEASON
MATCHES and finished
first in the EPCC league for
the eighth time in the last 10
years. Both the men’s and the
women’s doubles teams went
on to excel in competition at
the state level. Ryan Fulcomer
and Shawn Robertson emerged
as state champions in men’s
doubles, and Abby Searfoss
and Monique Shetagh claimed
the same distinction in
women’s doubles. It was a
second consecutive doubles
championship for Robertson.
Jack Master, who has coached
tennis at NCC for 29 years,
credited this year’s team with
having “all of the ingredients
for success: talent, personality,
humility and a desire to
improve.”

AND HOW ABOUT THE
SOFTBALL TEAM? Not
only did these amazing athletes
repeat as EPCC and state
champions, they also extended
last year’s 40-0 winning streak
to 78-0, building one of the
longest winning streaks in
any sport in college athletics,
anywhere, anytime. They
had fun in the process. Asked
to select the photo that best
represented the season, CoCaptain Nikki Jenson chose
the photo above. “That’s what
it was like,” she said: “Every
inning, every game.” In addition
to Nikki, the state champions
include Kellie Connoly, Lana
Good, Jennifer Kiefer, Lisa
Klinger, Co-Captain Janess Lyle,
Amanda McGimpsey, Tabetha
Niceforo, Roxanne Schisler,
Katherine Sculley, Jenna Turner,
Alexis Walker, Head Coach Sam
Carrodo, and assistant coaches
Mike Carrodo, Jack Greene and
Robbie Robinson. u
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EXpaNdiNG aCCeSS

Fowler Family Southside Center

Forging Ahead
on the Southside

by Heidi Bright Butler

Students Emanuel Zervos and Elenie Sopasis with Dr. Paul Pierpoint in
NCC’s Fowler Family Southside Center.

NCC’s Fowler Family
Southside Center is still
a work in progress,
but what a difference 12
months makes. This time
last spring, a few intrepid
students ventured through a
dingy lobby at 511 East Third

Street to begin English as a
Second Language classes GED
classes, and some specialized
occupational training.
The hopes and spirits of
the students and instructors
were high, but the building
was in disrepair. It was a

“From some of the windows in the
Southside Center, you can see the
silhouettes of the blast furnaces
where Bethlehem’s past was
forged. Inside the Center, you can
glimpse the future.”
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good thing classes met on the
first floor. The roof leaked.
The stairwells didn’t meet
modern fire safety standards.
And according to Dr. Paul
Pierpoint, NCC’s dean
of community education,
a “small landfill of stuff
left over from previous
occupants, community
organizations, and who
knows who” cluttered many
of the rooms and hallways.
Fast forward one year.
Matt Farina and Nathan Nace
are putting the finishing
touches on a three-dimensional model that shows how the
need for more parking on the
Southside could be met with

a lot discretely positioned
in the midst of mixed-use
buildings, providing space
for offices, condos, shops and
restaurants. The mayor will
later borrow the model to
show to city planners. Interior
design students also work in
the studio, creating sketches
to help small businesses like
Pizza House and organizations like Lehigh Valley Child
Care make better use of space
to serve hungry customers
and some of the community’s
youngest citizens.
Down the hall from the
architectural studio, men and
women interested in going
to work in the truck driving
industry listen intently as
Bob Hull describes the Smith
System of defensive driving.
More than 1,300 people have
earned their commercial
driver’s licenses at NCC
since the College began
providing truck driving classes
in Monroe County in 1999.
Additional space available
in the Fowler Family Center
has made it possible for the
College to offer the program
on the Southside.
GED and ESL students
now have their own
classrooms created from
what used to be offices and
meeting rooms in days when
the building served as plant
headquarters for Bethlehem
Steel. Classrooms and offices
on the upper floors are
accessible by elevator or by
stairwells that are up to code.

left-photo by philip stein/right-photos by ryan hulvat

ceLEBRAting iN StyLE
On the way to and from class,
students and faculty pass
through a lobby restored to its
previous splendor with a new
ceiling, brighter lighting, and
highly polished marble walls
and terrazzo floors.
The lobby may harken
back to the grand décor of an
earlier day, but throughout
the building, students have
access to state-of-the-art
technology, including free
wireless broadband service
and Internet 2. On the third
floor, scientists and engineers
employed in NCC’s awardwinning Electrotechnology
Center will expand their
pioneering work with
manufacturers seeking to use
alternative technologies to
increase productivity, improve
energy efficiency and reduce
pollution.
With a new roof in place,
renovations are now underway
on the fourth and fifth floors.
Plans call for the sixth floor
to become a workforce
development center that will
specialize in training for the
hospitality industry, a sector in
which significant job growth
is anticipated on the Southside
and throughout the region.
In the 12 months since
NCC’s Fowler Family
Southside Center opened,
close to 1,000 men, women
and children have taken part
in educational programs held
in the building. The number
is expected to top 2,000 in
the next 12 months as new
credit and non-credit courses
become available, community
partnerships expand, and a
growing number of businesses
take advantage of the training
resources on site. u

Southside GALA
Close to 350 guests got a peek at the renovations in progress at the Fowler Family Southside Center
during a black tie gala held on the site on May 12. Before a 5-star dinner prepared by NCC’s culinary arts
students and served by hotel/restaurant management students, NCC’s president, Dr. Arthur Scott (shown at
left above with Senator Lisa Boscola) offered a toast to the exciting future that lies ahead for Bethlehem’s
Southside and for the students and businesses whose educational and workforce training needs will be met
in the building that once housed the plant offices for Bethlehem Steel. The energy of Rio, a band making its
Lehigh Valley debut, filled the dance floor all night long. The magic of moonlight on a beautiful spring night
lured many guests to the rooftop for a spectacular view of the city including, the historic stacks of the old
blast furnaces which had been illuminated for the occasion. From the top of NCC’s newest site, the future
looked very bright indeed. Among the revelers were (l.-r. at top): Jack Bradt, Linny and Beall Fowler, and Jill
and Gerry Long (president of the NCC Alumni Association), and (l-r dancing): Christine Murphy and Katie
and David Nepereny (president and CEO of Buzzi Unicem USA, Inc., who helped to sponsor the gala). The
planning committee for the event included Patrice Amin, Tom Doluisio, Marianne Gregory, Linda Falcone,
Melissa Hiller, Silvia Hoffman, Barb Kilpatrick, Lynne Paul, Donna Taggart, Tom Tenges, Laurie Ann Tomsho,
and the diva of special events, Laraine Demshock. u
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coMMUnity

Providing A Forum

A CANDID
CONVERSATION
ABOUT
RACE.
by Heidi Bright Butler

Peggy McIntosh cares
about people. She chose
teaching as a profession. She
has done research in women’s
studies and worked hard to
promote curricular change
to make education more
inclusive of the experience
and contributions of different
genders and races. She enjoys
interacting with people from
diverse backgrounds. Thirty
years ago, she led efforts to
integrate her neighborhood
in an upscale suburb of
Baltimore. She considers
herself a nice person.
As a proponent of social
justice, she was taken aback
when she read two essays
in which African-American
women encouraging their
sisters to go into women’s
studies did so with the
following caution: “White
women are oppressive to work
with.” Surely they couldn’t be
referring to women like her.
“I was hoping for an
exemption — for a stamp of
innocence on my forehead for
being so nice,” she says. As a
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scholar, however, McIntosh
is trained to ask questions. “I
started asking myself, ‘Do I
have anything I didn’t earn?’”
“My conscious mind
said no,” she recalls. She had
worked hard for her degrees,
for tenure, and for funding
for her research. Yet she was
troubled by the thought that
there was “something my
mind wasn’t telling me.” She
prayed on it.
Over the next few
months, “26 examples [of
unearned privilege] swam up
in the middle of the night.”
She jotted them down so she
would remember them in the
morning. Analytical by nature,
she didn’t take these musings
of her subconscious mind
on faith, but when she tested
them out “in the light of day,”
all but one rang true. Some
are listed at right.
Over the last 17 years,
McIntosh has spoken on her
concept of white privilege
throughout the world. In
March, she spent a morning
at NCC sharing her thoughts

In a provocative presentation at the Lear Symposium, Dr. Peggy
McIntosh asserted that an understanding of “unearned privilege” is
“the missing piece in work toward racial justice.”

“I have trouble understanding
human rights. What I
understand is human needs.”
on the topic with close to
300 students, faculty, staff,
trustees, business leaders, and
guests from the community,
encouraging them to reflect on
their own experiences and to
ponder what they might do as
individuals to meet physical
and emotional needs that all
human beings share. (When

asked about the relationship
of white privilege and human
rights, McIntosh replies, “I
have trouble understanding
‘human rights.’ The theory of
human rights is an invention
of the 18th century. What I
understand is human needs.”)
McIntosh has come to
believe that white women

photo by Ken ek

Lear Symposium Stimulates Dialogue on a Taboo Topic
are oppressors. Even nice
women. “It was unwelcome
knowledge,” she says.
McIntosh also believes
men are oppressors. Even
nice men. But she doesn’t
believe it’s their fault, and
she doesn’t believe blame,
shame and guilt are helpful.
“We are born into systems we
didn’t invent,” she says. “It’s
like we were given invisible
backpacks at birth. We can’t
see them, but people who
don’t have them can see them.
We have a lot of supplies
in our knapsacks that we
can cash in every day, like
flashlights, maps, guidebooks
and letters of introduction.”
People who don’t have
“pinky skin” do not have that
advantage, she says.
One day several years
ago, McIntosh and some of
her white colleagues went to a
restaurant for lunch. They were
given menus before a table
of African-American guests,
even though those customers
had been seated first. McIntosh
and her friends also received
their food first. “The AfricanAmericans were served too
slow for justice, and we were
served too fast,” she says.
McIntosh believes even
many “nice” people with
light skin don’t think about
how much simpler their lives
are and how they are free
to expend their energy in
different ways than people
with dark skin because of
the invisible backpack. She
believes an understanding of
“unearned privilege” is “the
missing piece in work toward
racial justice.”
McIntosh would like to
see more people with “pale”

skin become aware of the
“arithmetic of overadvantage,”
but when they do, she does not
believe they are obligated to
act on it unless it is “in their
spirit” to do so. “We live in a
free country,” she says. “What
you do is up to you. It depends
on your values.”
McIntosh’s values have
led her to do what she can
to bring about change in her
neighborhood, her workplace,
in schools and grocery stores,
and even with Binney &
Smith. Twenty years ago,
she and her sister pointed out
to the world’s preeminent
manufacturer of art supplies
that their “flesh” colored
crayon bore no resemblance
to the flesh color of many
children. They got results.
The crayon was renamed
“peach.” The Easton-based
company now sells a box of
multicultural crayons that
includes a variety of skin and
hair colors. “Does it matter
to children? Yes, it does,”
McIntosh says, describing
Binney’s actions as “heroic.”
During the last half hour
of the workshop, McIntosh
asked members of the
audience to identify ways in
which they could use their
earned or unearned power and
positions to “weaken systems
of unearned privilege.” The
list was long. The group was
clearly receptive to McIntosh’s
message. In the end,
participants only disagreed
with McIntosh on one point.
“We are in crisis in
America,” said Roberta Meek,
an independent consultant who
worked with the Bethlehem
YWCA to train facilitators
to lead study groups on

race relations. “I think each
and every one of us has a
responsibility to work toward
change.”
Dr. McIntosh is the
associate director of the
Wellesley College Center for
Research on Women. Her visit
to NCC was made possible
through an endowment
established by the family of

Floyd R. Lear Jr. and Industrial
Printing Company, Inc. Mr.
Lear served on the Board of
Trustees at NCC from 1970 to
1975 and held the position of
secretary. The event was cosponsored by the Bethlehem
YWCA as an outgrowth of
study circles that focus on
racism and ways to improve
race relations.

Examples of White Privilege
in Daily Life
This is a partial list, reprinted with permission, from “White Privilege and
Male Privilege: A Personal Account of Coming To See Correspondences
through Work in Women’s Studies,” written by Dr. Peggy McIntosh, and
published by Wellesley College Center for Research on Women. The full
text is available for $4 from the Center in Wellesley, Mass. 02181.
1.

If I should need to move, I can be pretty sure of renting or
purchasing housing in an area which I can afford and in
which I would want to live.
2. I can turn on the television or open to the front page of the
paper and see people of my race widely represented.
3. When I am told about our national heritage or about
“civilization,” I am shown that people of my color made
it what it is.
4. Whether I use checks, credit cards or cash, I can count
on my skin color not to work against the appearance of
financial responsibility.
5. I can swear or dress in secondhand clothes or not answer
letters without having people attribute these choices to the
bad morals, the poverty or the illiteracy of my race.
6. I can do well in a challenging situation without being called
a credit to my race.
7. I can go home from most meetings of organizations I
belong to feeling somewhat tied in, rather than isolated,
out-of-place, outnumbered, unheard, held at a distance
or feared.
8. I can take a job with an affirmative action employer without
having my co-workers on the job suspect that I got it
because of my race.
9. I can be sure if I need legal or medical help, my race will
not work against me.
10. I can travel alone or with my spouse without expecting
embarrassment or hostility in those who deal with us. u
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We know who they are, but what is what they do all about?
À<P]h^aVP]XiPcX^]b]^[^]VTaTgXbcQTRPdbTcWT_aTePX[X]V
P]h^aVP]XiPcX^]b]^[^]VTaTgXbcQTRPdbTcWT_aTePX[X]V
\X]SbTcfPbc^ZTT_S^X]VfWPcfPbP[fPhbS^]TÁ

We spend a great deal of time with leaders. Sometimes this is
in training, sometimes consulting and sometimes in dialogue
and coaching. Through all of that, one of the most important
things we have come to understand is that leadership is not
about a position someone holds. Leadership is less about
what we do and more about who we are. All of us know too
many people who hold leadership positions yet are anything
but leaders. Leadership comes in many forms and sizes, and
from all areas of an organization. So, letʼ s start from there
and look at leadership from several perspectives.
;TPSTabWX_8b0Q^dc2WP]VT
Leaders believe in something. Leaders see
possibilities; they see a future that is different
from the current state. They are excited
about that future and have the courage to
step out and champion it. Leadership always
involves change, and inherent in that change is
progress, or making things better. Remember,
everything that exists in an organization is
there because we created it, encouraged it or
tolerated it yesterday: everything. Someone
has to be willing to recognize those things that
the organization can no longer tolerate; those
practices or beliefs that are holding you back
from moving forward.

The idea of change scares people. Leaders
hate statements like: “We never did it that way
before.” In the absence of change, we stagnate;
and in that stagnation the world passes us by.
Many organizations no longer exist
because the prevailing mindset was to keep
doing what was always done; after all, the
thinking goes, didnʼ t that lead to success?
Perhaps it did at one time, but times change,
and the organization must respond to change.
Leadership always translates into results.

;TPSTabWX_8b0Q^dc8]5[dT]RT
Believing in a new possibility is a starting
point, but leaders also realize meaningful
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change must involve others. Some people
resist change if they believe that it is either not
possible, or not the right thing to do. Leaders
help shift peopleʼ s perspectives to see the
possibilities the leader sees and to nurture the
excitement the leader feels.
Think about Martin Luther King Jr. and
how he committed his life to altering what people
thought was possible and appropriate. Leaders
like Dr. King help people connect with their
vision of possible futures. They use their voice as
a powerful tool to infl uence how others think.

;TPSTabWX_8b0Q^dc5^[[^fTab
Mike Krzyzewski, coach of the Duke University
basketball team, said in his book, Leading
With the Heart: “If youʼ re a leader, youʼ d better
understand that if you want people on your team
who are fully committed, then youʼ d better be
fully committed to a course of action that allows
proper use of that commitment.”
Leaders realize they need others to follow
their lead. Followers not only help their vision
become reality, but can also play a significant
role in championing the change. The world
has become too complex to be a lone ranger;
making a significant impact on your organization
means teamwork. Leadership is about creating
an environment that engages people and fosters
commitment. In the absence of committed
followers, the journey is long and almost always
too difficult to sustain.
People follow someone for two reasons: they
believe in the result being championed, and they
believe in the leader. And sometimes we follow
someone even without understanding the result,
simply because of a deep faith in the leader.

;TPSTabWX_8b0Q^dc
FW^H^d0aT
Believing in the leader is believing in who he or
she is. True leaders are highly credible; they do
what they say they will do and at the same time
set the example. It is their ability to model what is
expected of others that encourages us to want to
follow. Leadership is about integrity.
We were once asked to speak on ethical
leadership. Our first reaction was to say the term
ethical leadership is redundant. You canʼ t be an
effective leader without being ethical. Again, true
leadership involves making things better. But
leaders understand it is not about themselves, it is
about what they are trying to achieve.
When someone is trying to promote
change for a personal stake, it is no longer
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leadership, it is manipulation. Sooner or later
people figure that out. And when they do, they
walk away. Leaders commit themselves, and in
so doing build a legion of followers willing to
commit themselves as well.
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Author Max De Pree said: “The leaderʼ s first
job is to define reality. The last is to say thank
you. In between the leader must become a
servant and debtor.”
Leadership is about being in service to
others; again, the mission is more important than
the man, or woman. Being in service involves
action of many stripes: it means providing good
information to your people; it means putting the
right people in the right roles; focusing followers
on the plan; creating an environment to encourage
accountability and integrity.
Recognize peopleʼ s efforts and celebrate
progress. Nothing sustains a team more than
knowing that what they are doing matters, and
that they can contribute to success. Leadership
demonstrates a set of practices that sets direction
to enable success.
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Regardless of the organization, leadership is high
on everyoneʼ s priority list. The ability to identify
leaders is all-important, which often brings up
the question: are leaders born or made? It is
an age-old debate and continues to dominate
the study of leadership. Despite serious studies,
there seems to be no clear consensus.
Researchers have found that you canʼ t
explain leadership by way of intelligence,
charisma, birth order, family wealth, stability,
level of education, ethnicity, race or gender.
From one leader to the next, there is enormous
variance in every one of those factors.
Are they born? Supporters on that side
will point to characteristics of personality traits
they say are innate. They will tell you either you
have charisma or you donʼ t; you were born with
a love for hard work, or youʼ re lazy; you have
self-confidence oozing from your very pores, or
you are insecure; you can take intense attacks,
or are defensive and easily upset. In any case,
the assumption is made that those who lead
do so from an inborn set of attributes, almost
without choice. The strongest proponents of
this argument will say that leadership is a talent
– much like musical ability – and you either
have it or you donʼ t.

Are they made? Those who hold to that
standard point out that we are all born with
unique strengths that help us in our leadership
journeys. They are within us – within all of
us; not just a chosen few. This means that
absolutely anyone can be an effective leader.
When people generate a compelling challenge
for themselves and others, one that points
toward a future not previously considered
possible, then leadership becomes achievable.
Leadership becomes a product of a passionate
commitment to fulfilling that challenge and
that future. This argument says leadership is
not a scarce commodity. Rather, they say, the
choice to lead is ours.
I think Noel Tichy at the University
of Michigan said it best in his book, The
Leadership Engine: “All people have untapped
leadership potential …. There are clear
differences due to nature and nurture, that
is, genes and development, as to how much
untapped potential there may be. But no matter
what level of leadership performance a person
currently exhibits, he or she can make quantum
improvements. Not everyone can be the CEO
of a multibillion-dollar corporation, just as
not everyone can be an Olympian or win at
Wimbledon, but with coaching and practice we
can all be a lot better than we are. The important
teaching point is: Leadership is there in you.”
Certainly, there are born leaders. And I am
sure everyone can name one or two. Sometimes
they are prominent people; other times they are
people who personally touched our lives. But
somehow those “born to lead” seem few and far
between. Organizations devote significant effort
to “create” their own leaders. If leaders are not
born, then leadership can be taught. As the late
Peter Drucker once said:“There may be ʻ born
leaders,ʼ but there surely are too few to depend
on them. Leadership must be learned and can be
learned.”
Like any other skill, the ability to lead
is likely to be one that is distributed across a
population. And, like any other skill, leadership
is one that can be improved by increased
understanding and practice. This does not mean
that everyone can become the kind of leader
that will be studied a hundred years from now.
But it does mean that everyone can increase his
or her capacity to lead.
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Organizations cannot sustain themselves in
todayʼ s dynamic and competitive environment

by just managing. Kouzes and Posner, the
authors of the best-selling book The Leadership
Challenge, described leadership as: “Leadership
has about it a kinesthetic feel, a sense of
movement. Leaders ʻ go first.ʼ Theyʼ re pioneers.
They begin the quest for a new order. They
venture into unexplored territory and guide us
to new and unfamiliar destinations.”
In contrast, they have described
management as: “The root origin of manage is
a word meaning ʻ hand.ʼ At its core, managing
is about ʻ handlingʼ things, about maintaining
order, about organization and control.”
The critical difference between
management and leadership is refl ected in the
root meanings of the two words: the difference
between what it means to handle things and
what it means to go places. It is not unusual for
the two terms to be used interchangeably; yet
they really do mean two different things, and
need two different kinds of skill training and
development.
Both skill sets can reside in the same
person, but neither is more important than
the other. The ability to set a vision and see a
different future state (leadership), and the ability
to set the timetable and controls, and to put the
measures in place to achieve that future state
(management) are both important. It is equally
important to infl uence and engage people
(leadership) and to hold people accountable
(management). Ideally, developing both skill
sets in as many people as possible helps ensure
Noel Tichy
what made our organizations great yesterday,
University of Michigan
and what will make them great tomorrow.
As you find yourself immersed in your
daily work, remember, leadership is not a
position to which an individual arrives. It is
not a slot on an organization chart. Leadership
is a mindset, it is an attitude, and it is a belief.
It is the way in which we infl uence and
interact with one another and is not the sole
domain of a chosen few sitting at the top of
the organization. Those people may well be
leaders, but so are the countless other people in
organizations who manage to get things done
despite whatever odds may face them; who
challenge processes, engage others, and who
bring energy to their work.
In the opening scene of the movie Pay It
Forward, a seventh-grade teacher challenges his
class to: “Think of an idea to change our world
and put it into action.” Have an idea? Bring
your energy, bring your courage, bring your
pioneering spirit – lead the way. u
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Get inside some of the Lehigh Valleyʼ s
top corporate minds
By Sue Kubik

In your trek upward, it never hurts to have someone point the way to
the elevator. And so, to help our readers make that journey, we asked
some of the Lehigh Valleyʼ s top corporate heads to share their views on
things ranging from whether leaders are born or made, to favorite
books on the business of leading, to what young professionals
should do to prepare themselves for leadership.

9P]0a\5XT[S
Regional President, Wachovia Bank
@ In your view, what is the single most
important characteristic a leader
should possess?
0Integrity
@Are leaders born or made?
0Combination of both. Some people have
more of a natural style that creates
followership. However, more leaders probably
are made through self-study, coaching and
desire to achieve.
@ Which leaders do you admire and why?
0Oprah Winfrey – uses her power to achieve
things others would only dream about. Tackles
tough issues. Engages others to do great work.
Admits it when she is wrong.
Ken Thompson – CEO of Wachovia – Highintegrity leader trying to always lead according
to core values. Transparent to management,
rank and file and the investment community.
George Bush – remains steadfast in his
convictions. Not afraid to stake himself out.
Could be more willing to make mistakes.
@What is the biggest challenge facing
corporate leaders today?
0Leading ethically and with integrity and
ethically while competing in an extremely
difficult environment with millions of dollars
at stake.

@ How has your leadership style changed
over the years?
0Becoming more oriented toward performance.
More intense about achieving the numbers.
The time to close gaps in performance is much
shorter than in the past. People and performance
go hand in hand. I am doing much more specific
coaching and working on my listening skills.
Also, much more readily embrace change.
@What is your favorite book on leadership
and why?
0ÀWinning” by Jack Welch (not my all-time
favorite, but a must read)
“The Power of Full Engagement” by Tony
Schwartz (my favorite)
“The World is Flat” by Thomas Friedman
(another must read)
@What should young professionals do to
prepare to be the leaders of tomorrow?
0Be fl exible and willing to embrace change.
Develop your own set of core values and
stick with them. Be a sponge. Observe high
performers with multiple styles and adopt
what works for you. Know best practices and
continue to remain current on them. Ask for
coaching and feedback and be receptive to
learning from it. Engage in active two-way
dialogue about you with your boss at least
once a quarter.
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Pat Simon
President and CEO, WLVT-TV
Q In your view, what is the single most important
characteristic a leader should possess?
A In the corporate world, have a crystal ball …
see the future … or to put it in professional
context … vision. You must be able to make
sense of what is happening in your industry
today and then plan for what you need to
do over the next few years to keep your
organization strong, successful and, hopefully,
on the cutting edge.
Along with your crystal ball, you need
courage and honesty. Courage to sometimes
take steps into the unknown, and honesty to
always do the right thing.

“Most people
do not pop out
of the womb
prepared to
build this kind
of environment,
but given a
desire, you can
learn it over
time, making
yourself a
better leader.”
Pat Simon

Q Are leaders born or made?
A Both, but I believe that you must be born with
a basic understanding of people. People work
for people. Someone may start a job for the
paycheck but inevitably they remain and grow
successful with your organization because they
want to work for you. You must provide them
with growth opportunities, you must create
for them an environment that is positive and
successful, you must give them professional
support and they should know that you truly
care for them. If you can do this, they will go
the extra mile for you time and time again,
ensuring your and their success.
Most people do not pop out of the womb
prepared to build this kind of environment,
but given a desire, you can learn it over time,
making yourself a better leader. Bottom line is
though that you must be born with an inherent
ability to care for people.
Autocratic, dictatorial leadership only
works in situations where the employee has
no other choice, and today’s world is full of
choices.
Q Which leaders do you admire and why?
A Alex Scott was a 4-year-old girl diagnosed
with neuroblastoma, an aggressive childhood
cancer. When Alex heard her family talking
about how much money her treatment was
going to cost and learned that more research
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needed to be done, she took the bull by the
horns and decided to raise money herself. Alex
started her own lemonade stand and found help
and support from a diverse group of devoted
volunteers including inner-city school children,
senior centers, preschool-aged children, a
juvenile detention center, college students, and
even a group of homeless people. Under her
helm, they raised well over a million dollars for
research to date. The lesson that children and
adults everywhere learn from having their own
lemonade stands is simple but powerful – every
person can make a difference in the world.
Alex passed away in 2004 at 8 years of
age, but she embodies to me the adage that “It
can be done.”
Oprah Winfrey, coming from an extremely
impoverished and abusive childhood, has
worked diligently for years to rise above the
life she was born into. She educated herself and
now that success has been achieved, uses her
wealth to better society.
Rosa Parks … courage to do the right
thing. Can you imagine how hard it must have
been in 1955 to be a black female and actually
defy society by sitting in the front of the bus?
Her courageous act really kick started the civil
rights movement.
All of these people overcame great
obstacles. They didn’t quit when things were
tough. They fought and made a tremendous
difference.
“When the going gets tough, the tough
get going.”
Q What is the biggest challenge facing
corporate leaders today?
A Foreign competition. Very few businesses are
untouched by foreign competition, whether it
be food production, medicine, communications
or telemarketing. You must make sure that
your business can be viable in the face of
intense competition. We are competing against
businesses that have employees who are as
skilled as ours but are willing to work for
significantly less in wages and benefits. You
must find ways to make your product better
and be able to compete on price point in a
meaningful and serious way.
Q How has your leadership style changed
over the years?
A I have learned to delegate more. If you are
successful, your initial successes probably
resulted from projects that you were solely

responsible for. You learned that if you work
hard and control everything, you have a higher
probability of succeeding, so you become
hesitant to let anything out of your control.
However, think about it this way: if you take
your arms and put them in front of you in a circle
with fingers touching, you have only a limited
amount of space in front of you that you can
fill. This is what you can control, but the space
inside your arms can only hold so much. No one
person can accomplish everything, so you have
to accept the fact that you are limited by many
things, things as simple as the number of hours
you can work in a day. So when I fill all of the
space in my circle, I cannot grow and accomplish
anything more. However, if I open up my arms
and let others hold my hand and make my circle
bigger, together we can accomplish twice as
much. If I bring many more people to my circle,
what I can accomplish is unlimited.
So while it may be hard to let go and you
feel that it is easier to just do it yourself and
get it done, take the time to train your people
properly and then delegate so you can grow.
Equally as important in this process is that they
can have their own successes.
@What is your favorite book on leadership
and why?
0Three have been mainstays: “The One
Minute Manager,”“ The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People” and “Good to Great.” All
focus on practical advice and common sense.
Practice these principles, treat people well,
embrace honesty and courage, and you will be
on the road to success.
@What should young professionals do to
prepare to be the leaders of tomorrow?
0The business environment is highly
competitive, therefore intense and usually
requiring a strong personal commitment in
terms of hours dedicated for quite awhile to
achieve your success. This period where you are
building your path of success can impact your
personal life significantly. To make that period
of time less stressful, find an industry that you
really enjoy. If you love computers, donʼ t go into
nursing because there is a great demand for
nurses right now and you will get a job straight
out of school. Take the time to research where
you can fit in a field that you really enjoy, and
the tough years of building your career will
be more enjoyable and more than likely more
successful.

:TXcW;^\QPaSX
President and COO, C. F. Martin & Co.
@ In your view, what is the single most important
characteristic a leader should possess?
0 Vision. The ability to define and articulate a
future course of action.
@Are leaders born or made?
0The innate qualities lie within, but
environment and experience shape a leader.
@Which leaders do you admire and why?
0Ronald Reagan. If you set aside the political/
party affiliation, President Reagan was a
visionary, principled and compassionate leader,
steadfast in his commitment to values regardless
of criticism and resistance. He understood
his shortcomings and worked within those
limitations.
@What is the biggest challenge facing
corporate leaders today?
0How to compete and thrive in a dynamic,
evolving world economy. Regardless of product
or brand, if you produce, sell or distribute
outside of the United States, your business
model becomes dramatically more complicated.
@How has your leadership style changed
over the years?
0I have definitely mellowed. Leadership is not
defined in absolutes. With age and experience
you see issues and situations in shades of gray,
not black and white.
@What is your favorite book on leadership
and why?
0Colin Powell — “My American Journey.”
An incredible story of perseverance,
accomplishment and vision. Can be better
described as a story about how an individual
faced many challenges to eventually become a
great leader.
@What should young professionals do to
prepare to be the leaders of tomorrow?
0Lead by example. Have a set of values; live
them on a daily basis; and do not vacillate
when times get tough. I believe that real power
is derived from character and infl uence, not a
title or any other footstool that pokes oneʼ s head
above the bottom layer of the hierarchy.
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Damian Braga
President, sanofi pasteur, U.S.

WNCC

streaming radio

NCC Alumni
Have a passion
for music?
Ever dream of
hosting your own
radio show?

“free your inner
disc jockey”
contact Donna Acerra
dacerra @northampton.edu

Q In your view, what is the single most important
characteristic a leader should possess?
A The single most important characteristic is vision.
The vision established by sanofi pasteur’s
global leadership team is “of a world in which
no one suffers or dies from a vaccine-preventable
disease.” This statement is the guiding principle
for the company and influences everything we do.
In the U.S., this vision statement has served
as the framework for some of our most ambitious
projects to date. This includes site expansion
projects, such as a $150 million influenza vaccine
manufacturing facility, which will double the
company’s ability to produce influenza vaccine
for both routine influenza immunization and in
case of a global influenza pandemic.
This vision is also linked to the company’s
philanthropy activities. For example,
internationally, we have donated 120 million
doses of oral polio vaccine. In the U.S., following
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the company
donated approximately $5 million in vaccines to
those in need.
Q Are leaders born or made?
A William Shakespeare once said, “Some are
born great, some achieve greatness, and some
have greatness thrust upon them.”
There are some individuals who possess
skills that guide them in the direction of
leadership (e.g., intelligence, charisma). Others
benefit from dogged determination and drive, and
through that resolve achieve leadership positions
(perhaps the category that best describes my
journey). Some individuals unexpectedly become
leaders though chance and circumstance. No
matter which path is taken, each of these types of
leaders can be effective.
Q Which leaders do you admire and why?
A Rudy Giuliani is an example of a great leader.
He has always demonstrated solid leadership
capabilities, but became an extraordinary leader
during unexpected and unprecedented times.
In the days, weeks and months following
September 11, many people stated they did not
know how to act or know what actions were
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appropriate following these tragedies. Yet one
only needed to follow Rudy Giuliani to assume
the lead in respectfully acknowledging the
victims of this attack, while also demonstrating
pride for New York City and America.
Since September 11, 2001, his strength as
a leader has only continued to grow, and he is
admired by numerous individuals both here in
the U.S. and around the world.
Q What is the biggest challenge facing corporate
leaders today?
A One of the biggest challenges facing
corporate leaders is distrust from the public
and the media. Enron and the many other recent
corporate scandals following have left doubts as
to what drives our corporate leaders, and that
distrust will most likely linger for some time.
Here at sanofi pasteur, our culture has led
us to under promise and over deliver time and
time again. This more humbling, consistent
approach, in contrast with some of the largerthan-life personas and expectations, has
provided us with a means to build a foundation
of trust and respect with both our employees as
well as our external audiences.
Our industry has also helped with this
challenge, as we continue to do good as we’re
doing well as a company and a part of the
world’s third largest pharmaceutical company.
Q How has your leadership style changed over
the years?
A One key change has been my increased

A^QTacAd_T[
Chairman, President and CEO, Lafayette
Ambassador Bank

confidence as I have continued to grow within
the organization, and have gained knowledge in
a wealth of areas beyond my finance roots. This
has provided me with an additional edge in the
areas of decision-making and leading.
I have also recognized the power of
positive affirmations and thier impact on
individuals and an organization at large. When
genuine and well deserved, words of praise are
a benefit that costs an organization nothing, yet
are priceless and deeply treasured among its
recipients.
@What is your favorite book on leadership
and why?
0I am not a big fan of leadership books.
Instead, I prefer to learn by reading history
books and biographies. Lately, I have read
many books focusing on the Roman Empire.
The Romans demonstrated both the best and the
worst in building effective organizations. They
had both the best democratic principles as well
as some of the worst dictators in history.
I also just finished a book on Benjamin
Franklin that provided much insight and
wisdom on leadership. Specifically, Benjamin
Franklin was an expert at assessing a situation
and determining the best course to achieve
an objective. Sometimes it would involve
compromise — other times it would involve
standing firm on principles. Yet, he seemed to
maintain a great focus on achieving the outcome
instead of the means by which it was achieved;
in other words, he kept his eye on the prize.
@What should young professionals do to
prepare to be the leaders of tomorrow?
0Warren Bennis, one of the nationʼ s foremost
authorities on organizational development,
leadership and change, stated, “The manager asks
how and when; the leader asks what and why.”
I would encourage young professionals to
go that extra step, as this will provide you with
the knowledge and skill sets to ask the difficult
questions, make the difficult decisions, and
establish yourself as a professional with both
vision and value.

@ In your view, what is the single most important
characteristic a leader should possess?
0 Leaders create a personality for their
organization. They are very focused on their
people. They are excellent listeners who get
people to follow them because they want to, not
because they have to.
@Are leaders born or made ?
0Many of the traits that make great leaders
are inherited, but you can certainly learn and
develop your leadership shills.
@Which leaders do you admire and why?
0Rufus Fulton, former CEO of Fulton Financial
Corp., because he created a high-performance
culture built around people and integrity and
doing business the right way. Jack Welch. He
led a very successful global company that was
very results oriented and provided for an orderly
succession in leadership.
@What is the biggest challenge facing
corporate leaders today?
0Staying close to their people, dealing with
change, providing for leadership succession,
getting their organization and people to work
smarter vs. harder.
@How has your leadership style changed over
the years?
0I have become more focused on people and
their differences. I have tried to become a better
listener. As responsibilities have expanded,
time management and organization skills have
become more important.
@What is your favorite book on leadership
and why?
0ÀExecution” by Larry Bossidy. Very focused
on the importance of accountability and
executing. “Winning” by Jack Welch, and “Good
to Great” because it focused on having the right
people in the right roles in an organization.
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Robert Rupel

@What should young professionals do to
prepare to be the leaders of tomorrow?
0Learn as much about business and your
organization as you can, take advantage
of varied work experiences, develop your
people skills, develop your time management
organization skills, read and never compromise
your integrity. u
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By Kristine Porter

Students Learn to Take on the Challenge
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This philosophy is good advice whether playing sports
or leading a corporation. And this is what Northampton
Community Collegeʼ s student leadership classes are
all about.
Three years ago, NCC tried a pilot program:
leadership training for students. The premise
was twofold. At a college where many students
graduate in two years, there is a constant need for
students who can step into leadership roles. As
an educator of future employees, the College can
help employers and the community by teaching
leadership skills, so that graduates can lead in
the workplace and in nonprofit organizations like
little leagues, parent-teacher organizations and
community boards.
Chadha said the class has taught him to
“share your vision, not just for your personal
benefit, but for everybodyʼ s benefit.”
Today, the non-credit course is available
at both the Main and Monroe campuses. And
the result the College was hoping for is coming
to fruition. The clubs have more effective
leadership, and some students have begun new
clubs, says Wendy Abrantes, coordinator of the
program.
“These students say, ʻ I have goals; I have
plans, and I want to do something with them,ʼ ”
Abrantes reports. “And we say yes you can.
Hereʼ s how.”
Don Robertson, co-director of the
Leadership Institute for NCCʼ s Center for
Business and Technology, says the program is

based on five principles taught by Jim Kouzes
and Barry Posner in a program they developed
titled “The Leadership Challenge.” Their model
emphasizes teamwork and “living the values you
speak to,” Robertson says.
0RR^aSX]Vc^:^diTbP]S?^b]TaÃbFTQ
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À<>34;C74F0HÁ In this principle,
leaders establish principles of how people should
be treated and how goals should be pursued.
By setting a standard of excellence, the leader
encourages people by setting small goals, so they
do not become overwhelmed or discouraged. The
leader takes care of any problems that impede
progress and “creates opportunities for victory,”
the site said.

2
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This principle states that through the leaderʼ s
“magnetism and quiet persuasion, (they) enlist
others in their dreams. They breathe life into
their visions and get people to see exciting
possibilities for the future.”
À270;;4=64C74?A>24BBÁ In the
third principle, leaders challenge the status
quo. They see new ways of doing things and

3
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“The five
principles of
leadership are a
recipe for being
successful”

are willing to speak up, Don Robertson says.
Because they are willing to experiment and take
risks, the site states, they also accept mistakes
and consider them learning opportunities.
The last two principles strongly
encourage teamwork and building people
up instead of tearing them down.

4

“Enable Others to Act”

5

“Encouraging the Heart”

“Leaders understand that mutual respect is what
sustains extraordinary efforts; they strive to
create an atmosphere of trust and human dignity.
They strengthen others, making each person feel
capable and powerful,” the site states.
simply states to celebrate people’s successes.
Leaders “make people feel like heroes.”

Harkeet Chadha
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In order to show students how professionals
implement these principles, Wendy Abrantes
invites speakers to come in and share their
experiences. Some of the speakers have been here
before, and others are new, like Bethlehem Mayor
John Callahan. The idea to ask Callahan occurred
to Abrantes last year when she took her son’s Boy
Scout troop to his office to meet him.
“I had seven scouts climbing around his
desk, so I thought this is the perfect time to ask
him,” Abrantes chuckles. “He’ll never forget me.”
Callahan agreed to be a speaker this year,
and to talk to the students about ways to foster
collaboration. Some of the other speakers, both
new and previous, include Pennsylvania State
Representative Mario Scavello, Colonel Ellis from
the Tobyhanna Army Depot, PNC Bank President
Pete Danchak, Co-Chief Executive Officer of Just
Born David Shaffer and NCC President Art Scott.
Martin Guitar Chairman and CEO Christian
Martin IV returned for a third year and spoke
on the topic “Experiment and Take Risks.” He
passed around a $100,000 guitar, and only after
he placed the guitar in its case, did he tell the
students its worth.
“My job is to do the best I can to recreate the
quality work (the founder) did,” Martin said. “We
take a sound and build a box around it.”
Martin is the sixth generation to head the
170-year-old family-owned company. He told
the students that he didn’t even know how to
play a guitar when he took a job at a Nazareth
music store. For a while, he worked as an hourly
employee at Martin Guitar, and following
graduation from Boston University, he took a fulltime job there. He also took some night classes at
NCC, including speech communications, a skill

he uses frequently, Martin says. As CEO, he
has changed the old hierarchy from one where
management is assumed to know best to one
that considers employees’ ideas. He also has
implemented profit-sharing for employees.
Leadership student Harkeet Chadha, a
biological sciences major who hopes to become
a dentist, found Martin’s story inspiring. He
realizes that leaders are not always born with
leadership skills, but learn them. He says the
class has emphasized that organizations are like
the human body. The leader is the head, but the
people are the hands, eyes, feet, etc. Without
everyone doing their part, a project doesn’t
succeed. Chadha said the difference between
leaders and managers is that leaders have a
vision and inspire others. Managers keep a
project organized.
The Student Leadership class was funded
through a grant from the MetLife Foundation,
Abrantes says. From 100 applicants, 23
students at the Main Campus and eight at
the Monroe Campus were selected. The
application process included questions about
students’ educational goals, extracurricular
activities, employment and applicable skills.
Abrantes says she would have loved to include
more students in the course, but finances limit
how many they can take.
In addition to listening to speakers, the
students divide into groups and work on service
projects. In Monroe, one group adopted the Morey
Elementary School and is collecting art supplies
for the children in kindergarten through second
grade. Their project is titled “Keeping Children’s
Futures Colorful,” says Jennifer Bell, the student
services administrator who advises the students.
“It’s our way of keeping the creativity alive
in children,” she says.
Through the efforts of this leadership team,
each child will receive a canvas bag containing
art supplies, plus an inspirational message from
a Monroe campus student.
Future leadership students will also work
to help Morey Elementary, Bell says. They will
raise money to fulfill teachers’ wish lists for their
classes, and maybe even develop an English as
a Second Language program to help improve
communication between parents and teachers.
“The service projects teach students not
only to be a leader on campus, but also in the
community,” says Bell. “They’re learning
how much they can make a difference, and
they’re learning the rewards you receive from
just doing.” u
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Economic forecasters tell us that tomorrowʼ s business leaders may come more
from small business models than from large corporations. Small businesses
are budding across the country, fueling the American economy and offering
alternatives to the traditional big business workplace. More than just a growing
trend, these entrepreneurial endeavors total nearly 23 million in the United
States and employ half of the private sectorʼ s work force.
Approximately two-thirds of all college
students say they intend to be entrepreneurs at
some point in their career. In recognition of this
trend, Northampton offers a highly specialized
10-credit small business management diploma.
Designed to prepare potential business owners
for the pitfalls of private business, the program
offers solid start-up information on marketing
the company, structuring accounting and sales,
and the fundamentals of personnel and small
business law.
“Entrepreneurship is where itʼ s at,”
said Northamptonʼ s dean of business, and
technolgy, Jeff Focht. “Our program provides
quick and viable foundational knowledge to
launch a career — without stifl ing the student.
It gets them out there, armed with vital
information regarding the topics that count.”
Students in Northamptonʼ s small business
program enroll for a variety of reasons. “I
intend to help friends and other clients launch
new businesses,” said Michelle Herman,
a purchasing agent at a national biotech
corporation. “Iʼ ve learned a great deal about

PHOTO BY RANDY MONCEAUX

putting together a business plan and various
other start-up components and feel that I could
help people get their business off the ground.
For someone who canʼ t take the time to take the
courses, itʼ s a great service and the perfect side
business for me.”
Another student, David Smith, is
motivated by the desire to be his own boss.
“Iʼ ve always been very hard working, so why
work for someone else?” he said. “I intend to
open an audio recording studio and feel like this
is a valuable piece of the puzzle.” David plans
to continue his education at Temple University,
pleased that heʼ s gained very specific small
business knowledge as well as a degree. “If I
ever decide to join the mainstream work force, I
have the credentials I need. u
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NCC Dean of Business, and Technology, Jeff Focht
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understanding yourself and others
By James L. Johnson ’89

One of the best ways to understand othersʼ view of the world is to
understand your own. Psychologists have been trying to categorize
behaviors and personality styles for centuries.
C74<H4AB1A866BCH?48=3820C>A and the Strong Interest Inventory  are two

of the most frequently used self-report assessment tools in management and leadership
development. They can provide information about a personʼ s preferred way of behaving
and can be beneficial for building self-awareness and, ultimately, emotional intelligence.
Yet many who take a type-indicator test simply stuff it away in a drawer and forget
it. Thatʼ s mostly because they donʼ t understand its significance. Being typed as “ESTJ” or
“INFP” isnʼ t just an assignment of random pieces of the alphabet. The importance of type
indicators lies in the value of self-management, based on heightened self-awareness, as
well as in being able to understand others quickly and efficiently. And self-awareness is
the cornerstone for developing that emotional intelligence.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, for example, looks at eight personality preferences
we all use at different times. These eight are organized into four dichotomies, each
made up of a pair of opposite perferences. These four dichotomies, in turn, describe four
activities:
4=4A68I8=6) How a person is energized: 4 4gca^eTac(draws energy from
people and activities), or 8 8]ca^eTac (draws energy from the inner world of
ideas and emotions)
?4A248E8=6) What a person pays attention to: B BT]bX]V (preference for taking
information through the five senses), or = 8]cdXcX^] (preference for taking
information through a “sixth sense”)
342838=6) How a person makes decisions: C CWX]ZX]V(preference for
organizing information in a logical, objective way), or 55TT[X]V (preference for
organizing information in a personal, values-based way)
;8E8=6) The lifestyle a person perfers: 99dSVX]V(preference for living
a planned and organized life) or ??TaRTXeX]V(preference for living a
spontaneous and fl exible life)
So, if you take the test and find you are an INFP, for example, it simply means that
your preference (a key word) is for those things for which the letters stand. But, they are
just that, preferences – they do not write a life in stone, without choice. And they assume
that all preferences are equally important and all can be used by each person.
But, you might ask, given our issueʼ s theme, what type makes the best leader?
Because all types are valuable and have important contributions to make, all types
can be effective as well as ineffective. Studies of thousands of leaders and managers
worldwide have shown some profile types to be more predominant, however. This is not
to imply that these types make better managers, only that they are more predominant in
leadership positions.

In one study of 26,477 persons in a
Leadership Development Program at
the Center for Creative Leadership, the
following percentage frequencies were
reported:
8BC9 '!
4BC9 %
4=C9 " 
8=C9 $
Clearly, there is a majority and an
overrepresentation of Tʼ s (Thinking)
and Jʼ s (Judging) among leaders and
managers. The structure and values of
most organizations favor logical and
decisive behaviors. It just may be that
thinking and judging behaviors have
become the accepted definition of what
it means to lead, and people with these
preferences are seen as “leadership
material.” Thatʼ s not to say your type
wonʼ t ever have a mahogany desk with a
six-figure salary.
Not interested in leading or
managing? You might want to try a
personality test anyway. (Be sure to do
so with the evaluation of a professional
though). The value of a personality
assessment lies in discovering yourself,
in learning how to use your strengths,
diminish your weaknesses and raise that
emotional intelligence quotient.
We donʼ t have a Myers-Briggs for
you, but we can give you a taste of what
emotional intelligence is all about, even
if itʼ s just for fun. Check out our EQ test
on the next page, and give the full-blown
professional thing a thought – “Know
thyself,” Socrates said – and he was the
CEO of a philosophy company! u
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find your emotional quotient

 I stay relaxed and composed
under pressure.









NEVER


ALWAYS

 I can identify negative feelings
without becoming distressed.









NEVER


ALWAYS

 I stay focused (not lost in unimportant details or procrastination) in
getting a job done.









NEVER


ALWAYS

 I freely admit to making mistakes.








NEVER


ALWAYS

 I am sensitive to other peopleʼ s
emotions and moods.









NEVER


ALWAYS

 I can receive feedback or criticism
without becoming defensive.









NEVER


ALWAYS

 I calm myself quickly when I get
angry or upset.









NEVER


ALWAYS

 I communicate my needs and
feelings honestly.



Research suggests that the emotional intelligence
(EQ) of persons in leadership positions might be a
greater predictor of success than their intellectual
intelligence (IQ), despite an assumption that people
with high IQ will naturally accomplish more in life.







NEVER

 I can pull myself together quickly
after a setback.









NEVER
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ALWAYS

 I am aware of how my behavior
impacts others.









NEVER

Emotional intelligence is a personʼ s ability to understand his or her own emotions
and those of others, and to act appropriately using these emotions.
The concept was introduced by the 1995 book “Emotional Intelligence” by a
Harvard psychology professor, Daniel Goleman, and popularized by a Time magazine
cover story, “The EQ Factor,” in October 1995.
Emotional intelligence refers to varying degrees of self-awareness and understanding the feelings of others. Empathy, what we call “people skills,” and the ability to read
social situations are related to emotional intelligence. Some people with high IQ may
have low EQ and vice versa. There apparently is no correlation between IQ and EQ, but
emotional intelligence turns out to be a far better predictor of success and leadership
ability than IQ.
Here is a quick self-test for emotional intelligence. This sample test is not
scientific — simply for fun. Psychologists use much more detailed tests than this to get
measurements of a personʼ s EQ.u


ALWAYS


ALWAYS

I pay attention & listen without
jumping to conclusions.









NEVER


ALWAYS

 I take regular time out (once a month/
quarter) to refl ect on my core purpose
and vision for how I want to live
my life.


NEVER








ALWAYS

Add up the numbers of the
answers you chose, then turn to page 43
for your EQ score.
* Test source: Institute for Health and Human Potential

keeping an eye on the
MARKET for you
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AS AN NCC ALUM, CAREER SERVICES
has a wide variety of services at your disposal:
career testing and personality assessment,
searchable job databanks, interview skills, salary
information, networking and much more.
www.northampton.edu/careers

Want to climb the corporate ladder? Candidates need to be
academically prepared in their discipline as it pertains to their
employment. This is considered a given by employers.
But that’s not all. Before you start that climb – before they’ll even put
the ladder in place for you – there are a few other considerations.

{Question}
What are the top 10 most important skills or competencies that a
candidate needs to be considered for employment?

Employers rank the first six as the “must haves.”
Candidates must demonstrate these skills and
competencies. They are “The Total Package.”

Communication Skills} solid verbal, written
and listening abilities.

Computer/Technical Aptitudes}

The final four skills or experiences are considered “The
Wrapping” that binds “The Package” and are essential to
holding it together. Employers believe that, without these
skills, a candidate may not be able to deliver
the package.

Critical Thinking/Problem Solving}

computer ability is a given core skill, and expected
ability levels continue to rise.

an ability to identify problems and their solutions by
integrating information from a variety of sources and
effectively weighing alternatives.

Leadership} the ability to take charge, or to

Intelligence and Common Sense}

relinquish control (“followership”) according to the
needs of the organization/project/team.

the ability to think logically and solve problems, and
to differentiate between “major” and “minor” issues.

Teamwork} working cooperatively and

Willingness to Learn Quickly and
Continuously} this is a must; but the will to open

collaboratively with different people while maintaining
autonomous control over some assignments.

Interpersonal Abilities} relating to

others, inspiring others to participate, or mitigating
conflict between co-workers.

Personal Traits}

demonstrating a combination
of these is also integral:
n Initiative and motivation
n Flexibility in handling change and ambiguity
n Hard work (work ethic) and reliability
n Honesty and integrity
n Ability to plan and organize multiple tasks
n Ability to provide customer service

oneself to new ideas and ways of accomplishing tasks
is also key.

Work-Related Experiences}
an understanding of the workplace that supplements
classroom learning. u

* Information provided by NCC Career Services: compiled from the
2003-2004 Recruiting Trends Report from Michigan State University’s
Career Services & Placement Collegiate Employment Research Institute.
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CEO Lingo
what’s that buzz?
By Michael E. Nagel

Are you dreaming of becoming a corporate leader? Do you long to
see your name on that famous annual list of the richest people in the
world? If so, don’t neglect one of the basic building blocks
in a business leader’s toolbox. No, it’s not an MBA, a BMW
or an iPAQ – it’s the buzzword!
Merriam-Webster defines a buzzword as “an important-sounding usually technical word
or phrase often of little meaning used chiefly to impress laymen. Alternately (or perhaps
more charitably), it is a voguish word or phrase. Here’s a quiz for future CEOs:
Q You receive an e-mail from a subordinate seeking face-time with you as a c-level person
so that he or she can ping you on the XYZ project, due to various enablers who are causing
such a significant amount of scope/feature creep that the project is losing traction.
Do you: 1) call security, 2) sign those early retirement papers after all, or 3) confirm the
meeting with confidence, knowing that the employee is simply seeking a personal meeting
with you as one of the folks at the top of the corporate ladder (you’re a CIO vs. other “C”
folks on your floor) because so many feature requests are being made of a new product
currently in development that the project is in danger of going badly off-schedule?
A If you answered 3, welcome to the world of business buzzwords!

Buzzwords and phrases are as old as civilization itself.
Their meaning can evolve over the decades until their original meaning is lost to history.
For example, have you ever had your boss tell you to give the customer “the whole nine
yards?” Nine yards of exactly what? Well, one explanation attributes the phrase to World
War I – if a soldier reported that he’d given the enemy “the whole nine yards,” he was
likely referring to the 27-foot-long ammunition belt in his Browning machine gun – talk
about WOW results! Or, it could be a football reference as you’ve got to move a total of
10 yards to keep possession of the ball.
Buzzwords have international implications as well. Robert L. Sharp points out that
business jargon or slang doesn’t mean much to speakers of English as a second language.
Sharp’s Web site contains many examples of common U.S. phrases that tend to puzzle
Japanese business executives along with a translation; for example, most of our readers
know that a “lick and a promise” means incomplete or limited preparation. Can you
imagine what images it conjures up in the minds of a Japanese businessperson?
Buzzwords can have serious albeit unforeseen implications as well. Stock prices have
plunged on reports of material weakness in internal controls. And, far from being time-savers,
buzzwords may be adding to the time required to do business. “Jargon and catch phrases
almost always blur the meaning of what you’re trying to convey, and this recontextualization
actually decreases productivity,” said Harvard Business School Professor Mary Chang, who
co-authored the report, titled (are you ready for this?) “The Negative Value Proposition of
Message Deengineering at the Enterprise Level.” (Seriously!)
Need a next step, or better still, next steps? We’re pulling down the shade on this
whole feature, but you can’t go wrong reaching for the low-hanging fruit on a goingforward basis. It’s an actionable win-win that will leave little doubt about what you can
bring to the table. In other words, check out some of these other Web sites for more jargon
you can use to impress the ones above you, in hopes that one day they’ll be below you:
www.cio.com/leadership/buzz
www.buzzwhack.com
www.rhymer.net/dictionary.htm

If you find the pace at which your home
VCR is evolving to be blinding, fasten your
seatbelts! Leadership buzzwords and phrases
evolve even faster! What’s in vogue changes
frequently, but here are just a few that may
have crossed your path recently while you
were paradigm-shifting, focusing on the
customer, creating synergy or bear-hugging
that barefoot pilgrim, courtesy of MBA
Jargon Watch, the American Management
Association and/or your author:

Intrapreneur} an entrepreneur
who operates within the corporate
structure pursuing innovative projects.
Ubicomp} refers to ubiquitous
computing, that is, a computer
everywhere and in every device.
Special Sauce} refers to
anything proprietary.
Quick Win} a small step or strategy
that will produce a quick (and
probably superficial) gain.
Blue Ocean} unchallenged in
the marketplace.
Center of Excellence} essential
component of any mission/vision
statement. Deflects perception that
your organization might be a center
of mediocrity or worse.
Critical Path} Explaining my
failure by the failure of someone
before me to do what he or she was
supposed to do first.
Long-Pole Item} an element of a
plan or design so critical that it can,
by its absence, doom the project. u
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Stroudsburg is a graphic
designer/production manager
at Sothebyʼ s in New York,
N.Y.

LOG ON
TO NCC’S ALUMNI HOME PAGE
www.northampton.edu/alumni

Access AlumniNet,
your new gateway to the
Alumni On-line Community.
An exclusive tool designed for
personal and professional
networking and an easy
way to reconnect and
keep up-to-date with
fellow alumni.

REGISTER NOW
through July 2007.

You will automatically
be entered to WIN
an NCC Alumni
Sweatshirt from our
new line of Alumni
clothing.

Staying Connected
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CPaQ^g of Norfolk, Va.
received a certification
in medical assisting from
Tidewater Community
College in 2005. She was
married to Joshua Billings
in November.
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(('9TUUaThDW[Ta
of Red Lion is a traffic/
highway designer at Mackin
Engineering Company. He
received a bachelorʼ s degree
from Penn State University.
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(((3PeXS9^bT_W
>bcX[T and Meggin Sue

Borger were married on
September 10 at Effort
United Methodist Church.
David is an automotive
technician at Brown-Daub
Ford Lincoln Mercury in
Nazareth. The couple lives in
Wind Gap.
!!9^bT_W1aPSh of
Stroudsburg is an automotive
technician at Mark Grayʼ s
Automotive in Stroudsburg.
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at Speck Plastics, Inc. in
Nazareth.

Bethlehem is a forester at
The Glatfeiter Pulp Wood
Company in Spring Grove.
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is a central supply
coordinator at Country
Meadows Nursing Center
in Bethlehem. She and her
husband, George, live in
Easton. Kelly has a son,
Michael, a daughter, Amber,
three stepchildren, George
III, Tonya and Chris, and
two grandchildren, Aeryn
and Jeffery.
!"0SaXP]3T0]VT[^
of Allentown is the owner of
DeAngelo Custom Painting
in Allentown.

! 9Pb^]?XYdc of
Bethlehem, creative principal
of NURD, Inc. in Allentown,
was the recipient of STEP
Inside Designʼ s Top 200
designs of 2004. His company
also received the Best of Show
Interactive award, plus two
gold and one silver award,
at the Lehigh Valley Addys.
Jason and his wife, Jessica
Trumbauer, were married on
Sept. 5, 2004.
!"?PcaXRXP

IXTV[Ta1^RRPS^a^
of Easton and her husband,
Al, are very proud to
announce the birth of their
son, Salvatore Thomas
Boccadoro, II. He was
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Nazareth is a senior art
director at Stiegler, Wells,
Brunswick & Roth in
Bethlehem. Katherine has
three sons: Erik, Adam
and Tyler. She received a
bachelorʼ s degree in fine arts
from Kutztown University .

2^\_dcTa0XSTS
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!!1T]YP\X]5Pa[Th
of Easton is planning to be
married in April 2007. He
is a manufacturing engineer

born on November 18
at St. Lukeʼ s Hospital in
Bethlehem and weighed 5
lbs. 9 oz. Patricia started
working in childcare
continued on page 33
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Bethlehem’s Newest Commissioner

firefighter
A dangerous caring

By Sandy Stahl

Commissioner Barkanic: a boss with an open-door policy.

George Barkanic ’85
loves to see his people
relaxing on the job. No, the
City of Bethlehem’s new fire
commissioner isn’t a softie
supervisor. Barkanic knows
that when firefighters have
some thumb-twiddling time,
the citizens of the city he
serves are probably safe
and sound.
Of course, Barkanic’s
staff of 112 firefighters has
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plenty of options when
it’s quiet: training, tours,
education programs in
schools and throughout the

community, and equipment
maintenance, to name a
few. But that time is getting
squeezed by more and more
alarm calls.
“We average 2,800 calls
a year, and it’s increasing,”
says Barkanic. “If you think
about it, that’s a lot every
month.”
Barkanic, a lifetime
firefighter and graduate
of Northampton’s fire
technology program, assumed
the role of commissioner
in February. The 24-year
veteran had previously served
as assistant chief, but this is
his first job off the front lines,
working as an administrator.
“I like my new position.
It’s definitely a different
challenge — I joked with my
wife that I feel like my brain
woke up again,” he says with
a hearty chuckle.
The Hanover Township,
Northampton County resident
likens the commissioner’s job
to running a small company:
handling budgets, ensuring
his staff is taken care of,
and finding creative ways to
stretch limited funds are a

few of his duties. But as the
fire department’s “CEO,”
a major goal is to make
sure he is never seen as an
unapproachable boss.
“Even though I’m
an administrator now, I
still make a point to go to
the stations to talk to the
firefighters. I want them to
know that they can come to
me if they need anything,”
he says.
Barkanic, 52, also
makes a point to visit the
scene of any major fires in
the city. After all, it’s in
his blood. He has always
wanted to be a firefighter.
He started responding to
calls as a teenager, tagging
along with his uncle, a
volunteer fireman. “In a
town of about 500 people,”
he says, “everyone helped.”
Barkanic ultimately became
a firefighter fulltime
because of his innate desire
to assist people who live in
his community. “You really
have to want to help people
to do this.”
His first experiences as a
volunteer were different from

Worse than the feeling of danger is that of
helplessness when he sees a family torn apart by
tragedy, especially when so many fires could have
been prevented.
left-photo by randy monceaux/right-photo courtesy of alumni

continued from page 30

operating within a paid city
force. “In local departments,
fire stations were the social
hub of the towns. There were
always activities going on,”
Barkanic says. But even
though those opportunities
don’t always exist in a city
setting, he adds that there
are benefits to having a paid
department: “We can be at a
scene in under four minutes.
They’re right there, on duty,
ready to go.”
It can be hard for
someone not working in such
a dangerous profession to
imagine someone running
into an engulfed building by
choice. But Barkanic makes
it clear that the element of
risk is far outweighed by the
urgent need to help.
“You’ve got to try to put
[danger] out of your mind,”
he explains, adding, “but an
element of fear is good. You
never want to take a situation
for granted. Studies show
that firefighters are injured
most often the first two to
three years on the job, or
after a dozen years, when you
might start to get a little too
comfortable.”
Worse than the
feeling of danger is that
of helplessness when he
sees a family torn apart by
tragedy, especially when so
many fires could have been
prevented. “It’s emotional,
and that never leaves you,”
he says. “Especially fires
where children are around.”
Barkanic is deeply affected
by fires during the Christmas
season, when overloading
circuits or allowing trees to

dry out too much can spark
flames.
It’s electrical issues such
as these, as well as appliances
left on, smoking, and candles,
that cause a far too large
portion of emergency calls.
“We just had a fire today
because someone had a hair
curler that was not turned off
properly,” he says. “It happens
fairly often.”
But he knows deep
down that he is making a
difference in the community
through his choice of career,
not only by putting out fires,
but through community
outreach. The department
makes it a priority to have
station tours, a presence
at community events, and
programs in schools. And the
effort has paid off. He recalls
a colleague who responded
to a fire at Five Points in the
city. While fire enveloped the
building, a firefighter noticed
a small hand against a wall,
coming down a staircase
backward.
“He knew the child had
learned that from us,” he says
with a smile, “because that’s
what we teach them to do.”
Barkanic, who will be
married 25 years to his wife,
Judy, this year, and has two
children, Mary Alice and
Matthew, says his position
as commissioner marks the
end of the line in his long and
distinguished career. But don’t
be surprised if you see him
out on the scene long after
he retires. Firefighting is too
much a part of who he is. In
his words, “It’s just something
that never leaves you.” u

this year at the Creative
Learning Center of the
Lehigh Valley in Easton.
She is planning a return to
NCC to study in the early
childhood program.

Computer
Information
Systems

1995 Hatice Adar
has worked as a computer
software and mobile
technician at Ester, Inc.,
in Turkey, for the past

13 weighing 7 lbs. 5 oz.
Jodi is a police officer for
the Bangor Area School
District Police Department
and the Bangor Police
Department.
2000 James Tuomey of
Washington, DC is a police
officer at the Arlington
County Police Department.
2002 Monique Nieves
of Bethlehem received a
bachelor’s degree from
DeSales University last
year. She is an addictions
counselor at Valley
Counseling Group in
Bethlehem.

Culinary Arts

five years. She received
a bachelor’s degree in
business management
from Anadolu University
last year. It has been 10
years since Hatice has
left the United States and
she would like to visit
Bethlehem, NCC and her
friends someday. Hatice
and her husband, Nihat, live
in Eskisehir, Turkey, with
their children, Aslibahar and
Kerem.

1994 Eileen Brown of
Easton is an office manager
at Advanced Associates.
2003 Nicole Lishman
and David Clarkson, Jr.
were married on October
1 in East Stroudsburg and
honeymooned in Vermont.
Nicole is employed as a
data processor at Investor’s
Abstract, Inc. The couple
reside in East Stroudsburg.

Data Processing

2000 Jodi Beth

1970 Dennis SilFies
of Breinigsville serves on
the board of directors for
the Greater Reading Visitors
& Convention Bureau, the
Pennsylvania Restaurant
Association Schuylkill
Chapter and Leadership
Council/Buca, Inc. He is
a paisano partner at Buca
di Beppo/Buca, Inc. in
Wyomissing.

of Saylorsburg and her
husband, William, are
happy to announce the
birth of their first child,
Lily Grace, on October

1971 Larry Resar
is retired from EDS/
Bethlehem Steel
Corporation. He and his
wife, Joann, live in Easton.

Criminal Justice

1999 Eric Vazquez is
employed at Wakefern Food
Corporation in Keasbey,
N.J. Eric and his wife,
Charna, live in Hamilton,
N.J.

(Montgomery) Dannels
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wiNNiNg thE DREam
NCC Grad Wins Prestigious
Fulbright Scholarship
Rebecca Brandt ’02
remembers how hard it
was to learn a second
language. Although she had
studied German for several
years, when she arrived
in Lobberich-Nettetal as
an exchange student, she
discovered there was a lot
she didn’t know. “You realize
that quickly,” she chuckles.
After living with a
German family and attending
German schools, Rebecca
was fluent in German by
the time she returned to
Bethlehem to complete her
senior year at Liberty High
School. She even dreamed
in German. She still does.
“When you dream in another
language, you know you’re
fluent,” she says.
After graduating from
Liberty, Rebecca came
to NCC. She excelled
academically, winning
the liberal arts award, and
completing her degree with
a 3.92 grade point average
before going on to Moravian
College where she earned a
bachelor’s degree in German
summa cum laude.
This past fall Rebecca
applied for a Fulbright
Scholarship. The selection
process for the worldrenowned international
exchange program is
rigorous. She was thrilled
when she received word that
she had been selected for
a teaching assistantship in
Berlin.
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1976 Joseph Lazorik of
Coopersburg is employed at
Ingersoll-Rand in Annandale,
N.J. in the web application
development division. He
received a bachelor’s degree
in business from DeSales
University in 1986 and a
master’s degree from DeSales
University in 1997.
1979 Bruce Hendershot
of Fogelsville is a senior IT
specialist at Air Products
& Chemicals, Inc. in
Trexlertown.

Dental Hygiene

Rebecca Brandt, wearing
her Fulbright smile.

“I’m very excited,”
Rebecca says. After a
brief orientation in early
September, Rebecca will
spend a year helping German
teenagers learn English
and become familiar with
American culture. She has
taught adults before as a
popular substitute instructor
in adult literacy classes
at NCC’s Fowler Family
Southside Center, but
teaching students who are
younger than she is will be
a new experience. She looks
forward to the challenge and
to helping to promote the
cross-cultural understanding
that Senator J. William
Fulbright of Arkansas sought
to foster when he proposed
the program at the conclusion
of World War II.
Since then more than
250,000 citizens of the United
States and other nations have
participated. To be among
them is a dream come true in
any language. u

1981 Mary Dinan of
Bethlehem is a dental
hygienist for Dr. Richard
Baum. She received a
bachelor’s degree from
Thomas Jefferson University
in 1983.
1989 Heather Leiphart
is a dental hygienist for Dr.
Biju Cyriac in York. She and
her husband, Craig, live in
York and have three children,
Hannah, Paul and Olivia.

Design
Technology/CAD

1988 Craig Snyder of
Nazareth is back at NCC
updating his CAD skills. He
was previously a firefighter
for the City of Easton. He
owns a copyright to do fire
payroll.

Early Childhood

1975 Madeline Kromer
Ong of Whitehall was
married on Dec. 19 in

Wesley Methodist Church.
She and her husband had a
small dinner reception at the
Hampton Winds Restaurant
on NCC’s campus. She will
be graduating in June from
Albright College with a
bachelor’s degree in applied
psychology.
1977 Mary Ochs is a teacher
at the Sayre Child Center
Corp. in Bethlehem. She and
her husband, Dennis, live in
Bethlehem.
1985 Carol Eisenbise
received bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from East
Stroudsburg University in
special education and became
active in the Council for
Exceptional Children (CEC),
an association devoted to
the needs of all exceptional
learners. Recently, Carol
was elected to the Board of
Directors of the CEC, where
she is a Member-at-Large,
representing the classroom
ranks for the next three years.
Carol has worked for Colonial
Intermediate Unit 20 in a
variety of roles, including
supervisor of special
education. From 1997 to 2002
she served as state treasurer of
the Pennsylvania Federation
of CEC and was asked to
develop its first on-line
course, Introduction to Special
Education. In 2003, she and
her husband, Charles, moved
to Mesa, Ariz., where she
returned to the classroom to
teach students with emotional
disabilities at Mesquite High
School in Gilbert, Ariz. She
is also a distance learning
instructor at NCC. Carol
says, “I credit Northampton
Community College with
giving me the confidence to
pursue my education and to
develop my career.”

left-photo by Randy monceaux/other photos courtesy of alumni

1988 Kristen Vargo is a
billing clerk at Sacred Heart
Hospital in Allentown. She
and her husband, John, live
in Bethlehem and have a
daughter, Jessica.
1995 Kristen MinterPossinger is a director at
the Rainbow Trail Child Care
Center. She and her husband,
Douglas, live in Stroudsburg.
They have one child, Connor.
2000 Tina Rundle of
Wind Gap is employed at
the Lehigh Valley Women’s
Cancer Center in Allentown.
Tina also received a medical
office specialist specialized
diploma in 2004.
2001 Carrie Dugan and
John Smiley of Scotrun were
married on April 23, 2005. She
is a teacher at the Cambridge
Day School in Bethlehem.
Carrie has a son, Connor Jack
and step son Tyler.

Education

1975 Barbara Jo Weaver
is a lead teacher in the Collegs’s
child care center. She has a
bachelor’s degree from East
Stroudsburg University and
is continuing her education at
NCC, working toward an early
childhood education degree.
Barbara and her husband,
Martin, live in Nazareth.
1993 Kathleen Hamilton
is an optician at Lenscrafters.
She and her husband, Joe La
Forgia, live in Deptford, N.J.
2004 Jenni Pursell of
Knoxville, Tenn. accepted
a position as an assistant
teacher at the Knoxville
County School District. She
was previously employed at
High Bridge Elementary as an
assistant teacher.

Electronics
Technology

1997 Richard Roscioli
of Bethlehem is an electrical
development engineer at
Bowe Bell & Howell, a
manufacturer of high speed
automated mail insertion
equipment in Bethlehem. He
recently received a U.S. patent
for the invention “System
and Method for Monitoring
Grouped Resources.”

Emergency Fire

1994 Jeffrey Weidner
of Sinking Spring is a deputy
coordinator of planning
and administration at
Berks County Emergency
Management in Leesport. He
received a bachelor’s degree
from Empire State College in
2001 and a master’s degree
from Jacksonville State
University.

Emergency Services
1997 Chris “Skid”
Rollison of Portland is
pursuing a BSBA in project

management from the
Colorado Technical University
Online, where he maintains
a 4.0 g.p.a. Chris, who is
Cherokee, and his wife, Kim
were married in a traditional
Cherokee wedding, in which
Chris wore an outfit he made
by tanning deer skins and
hand sewing in a traditional
method used by his ancestors.
He and his wife are very
happily expecting the birth of
their first child.

2005 Joshua Rohrbach
of Goose Creek, S.C. is a
firefighter EMT for the City of
Goose Creek Fire Department.
His fiancée is Katie Held.

Engineering

1969 John Reilly of
Planto, Texas has been recently
named a TeleManagement
Distinguished Fellow. The
award is given to an individual
who has a record of service
to the industry, contributes to
the technical excellence of the
TM Forum and demonstrates
significant and continuous
leadership and teamwork.
He is employed by Metasolv
Software.

Fire Technology

intern at Caramenico Funeral
Home, Inc. in Norristown.

General Education

1976 Francis “Butch”
Macri is the owner of Macri
& Associates in Bethlehem.
Butch serves as a board director
of NCC’s Alumni Association.
He and his wife, Susie, live
in Bethlehem.

General Studies

1997 Matthew Smith and
Charlene DeLuca of Bangor
were married on October 22 at
Our Lady of Victory Catholic
Church in Tannersville.
Matthew is employed in the
sales department at McLane
Northeast.

1986 John Bast of
Easton has been employed
by the City of Easton Fire
Department since 1989 and
has recently been promoted to
Deputy Fire Chief. His duties
include the operations of the
fire department, training and
fire investigations.

1998 Kathleen Decker of
Allentown manages several
projects as an interior designer
at Ethan Allen in Allentown.
She received a scholarship to
Drexel University and earned
a bachelor’s degree, magna
cum laude, in communications
and history in 2002.

Funeral Service

1999 Brandon Youngkin
and Sylvia Varkanis of East
Stroudsburg were married on
May 29, 2005 at Holy Cross
Greek Orthodox Church in
Stroudsburg. Brandon is a
network engineer with Laird
Technologies in the Delaware
Water Gap.

1994 David M. Sitbon
of Philadelphia is acting
in his first starring role in
the horror film “Zombies
By Design,” which will be
released this spring. He plays
Lex Blackheart, the main
“bad guy,” who reanimates
the dead and controls them
electronically via remote
control. His other films include
“Internet Fear,” “The Evils,”
and “Suburban Sasquatch.”
2003 Escamillio Jones
of Philadelphia is employed at
the Terry Funeral Home, Inc.
in Philadelphia.
2005 Ken

DePaolantonio, Jr. of
King of Prussia is a funeral

2000 Jennifer Groegler
of King of Prussia is an
insulin pump specialist at
Animas Corporation in West
Chester. She also received an
associate’s degree in business
administration at NCC in 2001.
2004 Kyle Campbell
of Nazareth completed a
bachelor’s degree in human
resource management at
continued on page 37
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Leader With A License To Sell

linda mill-perin
Hard working to the top.

By James L. Johnson ’89

Linda Mill-Perin, a woman all her own.

Mail. Every day your
box gets stuffed with
sales pitches, vote-forme pleas, a thousand charities
asking for needed support, and,
of course, bills and more bills.
But sometimes there’s that
one piece of mail, an innocent
brochure, say, a listing of
course offerings from your
local community college. You
flip through it, looking for a
fun class or something new to
learn. And then you see it. You
don’t know you see it yet. But
there it is. The very thing that
will change your life.
Ask Linda Mill-Perin, a
stay-at-home mom, raising two
kids; a curious life-long learner
and brochure browser. Or that is
who she was. Until she opened
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that fateful tabloid. “I was at
home all the time,” Mill-Perin
says, “with two small children,
and I just felt that I needed to
get out of the house. I went
through everything they had in
that flier. Real estate seemed to
stick out. So I thought I’d take
one course.” That one course,
back in 1977, led to another,
and another, deepening her
interest in matching homes with
people, and eventually turning
her fun diversion into a fullfledged career.
It took guts to step out on
her own. But earning a license
to sell is only the start. If you’re
going to make it in this business
you need integrity; you need
to make sure your people have
what is truly best for them; and
you need to make sure there

are no loose ends on the legal
side. “If you don’t have a legal
mind,” Mill-Perin says, “don’t
get into it.” You’ve got to be
able to represent your clients, to
know you are their anchor; they
will rely on you — let them
down enough times and you
may as well cut up your license
for scratch pads. In short, you
need to love it.
Today Mill-Perin is a real
estate broker with 20 years of
experience and a full-service
realty house (Parkhill Realty,
Inc., established in 1986),
known in the community and in
the industry for reliability and
professionalism. But make no
mistake, Parkhill Realty is also
known for that other essential
of real estate: hard work; words
that pretty much define the
industry itself and a definition
that any aspiring agent should
take seriously.
This is not a get-rich-quick
sideline — it’s a lot of work. “I
tell every new agent coming in,”
Mill-Perin says, “do not think
you know this until you have
done it for three years. That’s
not part time, that’s three years
of solid hard work.”
Linda Mill-Perin has the
qualities of a true leader. Leaders
have a desire to continually learn
and to grow. A successful real
estate business all but demands
that thirst for new ideas. And
good leaders also know how to
motivate their employees and
help them hone the acumen of

their craft. She’s into that, too,
and loves the fact that she gets to
teach this business she loves so
well. Especially to the young.
Mill-Perin never had
the opportunity of a college
education in her younger years.
But because Northampton
Community College gave
her her start when she did
do college, she decided to
give back. Her contribution
to the College’s recent
Comprehensive Campaign was
earmarked for the student’s
Spartan Center; for which
Northampton has named the
plaza outside the Center in her
honor – a plaque, set into the
bricked area just beyond the
doors, bears her name. (It was
at the dedication ceremony of
the Center that she first saw
the granite inset. But, she was
running late and walked right
over it without realizing it was
hers – a fact for which she took
much good-natured kidding.)
“I want to help young
people avoid the pitfall that
I was in,” she says, referring
to her youth. “Education is so
important, and I want people
to have that when they’re
young.” She pauses, and in a
quiet, thoughtful voice adds,
“Which, when you think
about it, benefits everyone.
For a strong future, our
communities need educated
people. And if the youth of
our community isn’t our
future, who is?”u

photo by randy monceaux
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Muhlenberg College in March
and will start a masterʼ s of
strategic communication and
leadership at Seaton Hall
University in September.
Kyle was recently promoted
to assistant vice president,
training manager at Lafayette
Ambassador Bank. He says,
“Northampton allowed me the
fl exibility to further my career
in training while still pursuing
a higher education. The mix
of on-line and classroom
learning was exceptionally
easy to manage and the
instructors were all great.”

8]cTaX^a3TbXV]

!0\h7^Tb[ and
Jason Guest were married
on March 19, 2005 at
Packer Chapel on Lehigh
Universityʼ s Campus. Amy
received a bachelor of fine
arts degree from Penn State
University in 2003. The
couple lives in Pottstown.

;TVP[0bbXbcP]c

('(?Pd[P?PeT[Z^
2bPbiPa is a legal assistant

at Benner & Piperato in
Bethlehem. She and her
husband, Burt, live in
Bethlehem and have two
children, Ashley and Kirsten.

;XQTaP[0acb

(%(A^bT\PaXT
2WaXbc^_WTa of Los

Angeles, Calif. is the
president and CEO of
Med Exec International in
Glendale, CA. She is the
author of “What Employers
Hire,” an interactive
executive seminar series
that explores successful
career development and
advancement. Rosemarie
earned her masterʼ s degree
from the University of
Southern California Annenberg

from Kutztown University
in 2005. He is a member of
Phi Theta Kappa and the
National Deans List from
1998-2001. John has one
child, Heather.
!!5PXcWBcaT]V

P]SBTP];TgÃ!
Y^da]P[Xb\ of

School for Communications
(1999) with an emphasis on
corporate communications.
Her B.A. in anthropology
is from the University of
California, Los Angeles.
(&%9^bT<^aP[Tb
is an exclusive agent for
Allstate Insurance Company
in Pottstown. He received
an associateʼ s degree in
architectural technology
from NCC in 1974. He
also received a bachelorʼ s
degree from Penn State
University in 1979. Jose and
his wife, Mary Ann, live in
Hellertown.

Bethlehem were married
on June 8, 2002 one month
after graduating from
Northampton. Their first
child, Rowan Michael Lex,
was born on Sept. 7.

Alumni Walkway

;XQaPah0bbXbcP]c

(('<Pah4a\ of
Saylorsburg is the head of
youth services at the Eastern
Monroe Public Library in
Stroudsburg.

<TSXRP[
0S\X]XbcaPcXeT
0bbXbcP]c

!$;h]]0]^PX of
Whitehall is an actress,
model and co-owner of a

(&&2h]cWXP1PaP]
of Bethlehem is a library
assistant at Warren County
Community College. She
received a bachelorʼ s degree
from Lycoming College.
(( BdiP]]TChb^]
of Easton is an advertising
production manager at The
Express-Times in Easton. She
also received a specialized
diploma in chemical
dependency at NCC in 1999.
!9^W]FPaS of
Quakertown received a
bachelorʼ s degree from
Temple University in 2002
and a masterʼ s degree in
counseling psychology,
marital and family counseling
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murder mystery theatre
company called Stolen Heart
Productions. She is a medical
administrative assistant at
Amato Family Chiropractic
Center in Bethlehem.

<TSXRP[1X[[X]V
B_TRXP[Xbc
!#9^P]]T6PSS of
Bethlehem is a billing
specialist at Coordinated
Health in Bethlehem.
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Committed To A Vision

Love’s Legacy
A Lehigh Valley legend’s vision.
In order to understand
and appreciate the Dorothy
Rider Pool Health Care Trust,
you have to go back to the
beginning. Hospitals sit at
the crossroads of human
experience, witnesses to
the extremes of the human
condition, from boundless
joy to overwhelming sorrow,
often at the same time. To say
that Lehigh Valley Hospital
was born out of sorrow would
be an over-simplification that
doesn’t do justice to the many
facets of its creation. Yet, it
is clear from the beginning
that Leonard Pool was on a
mission.
If you walk around
Lehigh Valley Hospital
looking for marks of its
founding, Leonard Parker
Pool quickly emerges. His
photo hangs just off the main
lobby of the hospital’s Cedar
Crest Boulevard facility.
Pool, a founder of Air
Products and Chemicals,
Inc. remains a legend in the
Lehigh Valley. Strong-willed,
dynamic and demanding, one
trait emerges above all others
– that of visionary.
In 1966, Pool’s life
was that of a successful,
hard-driving businessman.
Air Products had become a
thriving enterprise and was
already an important part of
the local business landscape.
Then, in August of that year,
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By Michael E. Nagel

Above, Dorothy Rider Pool,
below, Leonard Pool.

Pool received devastating
news. His cherished wife,
Dorothy Rider Pool, was
diagnosed with lung cancer.
Thus began a search for
life-saving treatment, which
culminated at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer

Center in New York City.
Radiation treatment offered
Dorothy a brief respite from
the disease, but a relapse just
months later dashed all hope
of recovery, and Dorothy
passed away in March of
1967, changing Leonard
Pool’s life forever.
With Dorothy’s passing
came the establishment of
The Rider-Pool Foundation,
funded through her estate. The
Rider-Pool Foundation was
created to improve the quality
of life in the local community.
Few were surprised that
Dorothy Pool’s last act was
to provide for the community
both had embraced and called
their home.
With Dorothy’s passing,
Leonard Pool became a very
public advocate for the merger
of two local hospitals, Sacred
Heart and Allentown Hospital.
His reasoning was that if the
two joined forces, a superior
hospital would emerge, one
with such depth and resources
that families would never
have to leave the Lehigh
Valley to seek life-saving care
for a loved one. It would also
make for greater efficiency;
at the time, each hospital was
seeking to supplement their
in-town locations by adding
“satellite” facilities in the
suburbs. The effort to join
these diverse ventures went
on for nearly a decade, and is,

by itself, another fascinating
story. In the end, the project
moved forward as a joint
venture with each partner
maintaining its autonomy.
Pool contributed his
influence, vision and personal
resources to make the
project a reality, and the new
Allentown and Sacred Heart
Hospital Center was dedicated
in the spring of 1974 along
Cedar Crest Boulevard, near
what was then Pa. Route 309.
But the merger eventually
ended when Sacred Heart
Hospital withdrew from
the venture within a few
years. The new facility then
became known as Lehigh
Valley Hospital Center and
later simply Lehigh Valley
Hospital.
With Leonard
Pool’s passing in 1975,
it soon became clear to
the community just how
committed he was to his
vision of making Lehigh
Valley Hospital a top ranked
healthcare facility. Rather
than leave his considerable
fortune to the hospital, or to
The Rider-Pool Foundation,
Pool established the Dorothy
Rider Pool Health Care Trust.
The mission of the trust
was as straightforward and
unequivocal as its founder
– to serve as a resource
that enables Lehigh Valley
Hospital to be a superior

left-courtesy photos/right-photo courtesy of alumni
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Medical Lab
Technology
regional hospital and improve
the health of the citizens of
the region it serves.
If the trust was the
means, the trustees would
be the catalyst. Even in
death, Pool had found a way
to continue to encourage
innovation and the pursuit of
excellence while paying honor
for all time to his wife. Today,
the Dorothy Rider Pool Health
Care Trust has emerged as
a powerful agent of change
and an enabler of dreams for
Lehigh Valley Hospital and
for the families the hospital
serves.
The Pool Trust found
a like-minded partner in

a simple fact – if superior
healthcare is a question of
adequate resources, human
resources are the most
valuable asset of all.
Realizing that
scholarship support alone
might not be sufficient, the
Pool Trust administrator,
went the extra mile to provide
a support system for future
nurses to optimize their
chances of succeeding. “The
Pool Trustees are pleased
to support Northampton
Community College’s effort
to improve the recruitment
and retention of nursing
students thereby increasing
access to care for individuals

Leonard Parker Pool, a man
whose actions spoke louder
than his words.
Northampton Community
College and the two have
worked collaboratively to
improve local health care.
The Pool Trust has long
recognized the crucial role
that nurses play in providing
the highest quality healthcare.
When Northampton
Community College proposed
a program to recruit, and
more importantly to retain
nursing students, the Pool
Trust responded with enabling
funding.
Pool Trust funding now
provides the opportunity for
nursing students to receive
tutoring, career counseling
and the direct support of a
nursing retention specialist,
who is herself an RN. This
partnership acknowledges

within the community and
elevating the overall quality
of the community’s health
care,” said Edward F. Meehan,
Executive Director of the
Pool Trust and the Rider-Pool
Foundation.
Back to that photo of
Leonard Pool in the lobby
at Lehigh Valley Hospital
— Cedar Crest. One might
think there would be a
plaque paying honor to this
determined and visionary
man. Indeed there is a plaque;
but, it is inscribed simply
“Leonard Parker Pool, 1926
– 1975”, a fitting tribute, not
only to a man whose actions
spoke louder than his words,
but, with his establishment of
the Pool Trust, to his beloved
Dorothy as well. u

1989 Renee (Neipert)
MacIntire of Stroudsburg
works in the medical
laboratory at the Pocono
Medical Center.

Medical Office
Specialist

2004 Deborah Labar
of Easton is a receptionist
supervisor at Redi-Care in
Easton.

Medical
Transcription

1996 Theresa Gonzalez
of Nazareth works parttime at home for a national
medical transcription
company and also works
full-time at a local hospital
as a supervisor of 15 medical
transcriptionists.
1997 Kathleen Koch of
Bethlehem is a home based
medical transcriptionist for
Medquist of Columbia, Md.
She has two grown daughters,
Kristen and Traci, one
grandson, two dogs and a cat.

Paralegal

2002 Carla Karwel of
Easton is a legal secretary at
Fox, Oldt, and Brown. Carla
also received an associate’s
degree in secretarial science
legal in 1988.

Photography

1988 Lisa Nanakorn
Hunter of Los Angeles,
Calif. is a senior staff
assistant of visitor services
at the J. Paul Getty
Museum in Los Angeles,
Calif. In 1988 she drove
cross the country to Santa
Monica, Calif. were she
met a fabulous man and
was married in June 2004.

Practical Nursing

1978 Vickie Schwartz
is a registered nurse in the
emergency department of the
Community Medical Center
in Scranton. She received
an ADN from Penn State
University in 2005 and is now
pursuing a bachelor’s degree
there. Vickie and her husband,
Charles Keeler, live in
Clarks Summit and have two
children, Tara and Joshua.
1979 Connie DeRuvo
Beil completed her nursing
education at Cedar Crest
College in 1984. She
has earned two master’s
degrees, one in nursing
from Northern Arizona
University and one in health
services administration
from Central Michigan
University. Since 1984 she
has worked with the U.S.
Public Health Service in
a number of underserved
areas throughout the United
States. Connie has provided
administrative leadership
for a migrant farm worker
clinic in Nassawadox, Va.,
and support and education
for Health Care for the
Homeless in Washington,
D.C. and Rockville, Md.
Connie has worked on the
Hopi, Navajo and several
Apache reservations in
Arizona and New Mexico.
In October 2005, she was
part of the Scottsdale, Ariz.
Sweet Adeline chorus that
competed in International
Competition in Detroit, Mich.
and won the Championship
Gold Medal. Connie married

Jim Beil ’81 (general
education. Jim continued
his education at East
Stroudsburg University and
Northern Arizona University,
where he earned a master’s

continued on page 41
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Flat-Panel Revolution

clear
INNOVATION
Flat-out success

By Michael E. Nagel

Nick Khoury, loving the challenge.

It has all of the
earmarks of another
Silicon Valley success
story. After all, for a
video display, it doesn’t get
much better: jaw-dropping
resolution, small, lightweight and with the potential
to hit the market at a price that
will be competitive, to say the
least. That’s iFire Technology
Corp., and according to
their website, what they are
building is nothing short of
a revolution in flat-panel
television.
But, though iFire
promises to be truly
affordable and deliver
excellent video performance
(the important stuff), this
future-tech company is about
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as out of the box as it comes,
at least for a technology startup. “The technology was born
in the R&D department of a
mining-related company in
Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta,
Canada,” explains Nicolas
Khoury, iFire’s President and
a 1980 NCC Engineering
graduate. “The company was
trying to find ways to use a
very talented pool of materials
science researchers, and the
technology behind iFire was
one of the results.”
iFire started as a research
project in 1991 and grew to
become one of the largest flat
panel display development
efforts in North America,
employing 160 researchers and
scientists at its headquarters

in Toronto. The company
holds over 100 patents and
applications worldwide
related to its proprietary thick
dielectric electroluminescent
(TDEL) technology, processes
and materials.
Nick Khoury arrived in
the Lehigh Valley from his
native Lebanon, intending to
study Mechanical Engineering
at Lehigh University. At that
time, he spoke no English,
and Lehigh suggested that
he start at Northampton
Community College, since
Lehigh did not have an
English-as-a-second-language
program. Khoury attended
Northampton one night a week
for that first semester. “The
people at Lehigh told me that
if I did well at Northampton,
I could transfer my credits
towards my BS in Engineering
at Lehigh. As I became more
comfortable with English, I

experience I will never forget.”
After graduating from
Lehigh in 1982, Khoury
encountered a weak market
for Mechanical Engineers
and worked at a series of
diversified assignments before
landing at AT&T in Allentown
as a Process Engineer,
working in semiconductor
assembly and testing, what
he calls the “back-end” of the
semiconductor process. His
job evolved to include the
development of high volume
manufacturing processes
designed to take technology
developed in the lab to
large scale production and
distribution. Several years
later, he moved into the first
of a series of management
positions, which culminated in
his appointment as Manager of
the Union Boulevard facility.
AT&T spun off Lucent in
1996 and Khoury remained as

“The technology was born in
the R&D department of a
mining-related company in Fort
Saskatchewan, Alberta, Canada.”
enrolled full time in math and
science courses, eventually
transferring my credits to
Lehigh. I had a very good
experience at Northampton,”
recalls Khoury, “It is an

Head of Manufacturing until
the summer of 1999, when
he moved to Georgia to run
Lucent’s optical fiber business.
In 2001, Khoury helped
sell the Lucent optical fiber

continued from page 39

business to Furukawa Electric
of Japan. He remained with
this unit as President until
2003. In 2004, Khoury started
a consulting business. Then he
heard about iFire.
“The company was
looking for someone to
guide it through a critical
next step, namely getting
the technology from R&D
into the marketplace.” The
opportunity was appealing
to Khoury, and he came on
board. “iFire is, fundamentally,
an R&D company and the
challenge, as it is for most
R&D organizations, is finding
a successful path to the market.
Our vision is to have an
iFire display in many homes
and businesses globally,”
explained Khoury. “We are in
discussions seeking to create
alliances with a number of
companies in various markets.
Potential partners include
global consumer electronics
companies. Our strategy is
to establish partnerships that
will be complementary. That
is, we have the technology,
what is needed are partners
with the name recognition,
manufacturing resources and
distribution channels to bring
the product to market quickly.”
While it is hard for
Khoury to estimate when the
average consumer will be
able to purchase a product
incorporating iFire’s technology,
he anticipates that products
using iFire’s technology should
be in the marketplace within
the next several years. “It is a
risk,” says Khoury, “the market
is moving fast and we’re not out
there yet. But it is a calculated
risk. The product features aside,
iFire’s technology will permit

the display devices to be made
in plants that are estimated to
be less expensive to build and
operate versus, for example,
[building] LCD displays.”
Whether the debut is in the Far
East, Europe or North America
will depend on the partners and
the market. The company is now
ramping up pilot production in
their Toronto facility.
How does moving from a
major electronics manufacturer
to a start-up company compare?
“I enjoyed my experience with
large corporations, but this one
is different because by working
with this team, I have an
opportunity to put my personal
signature on something that is
very exciting.”
What advice would
Khoury offer others interested
in a similar career path?
“You’ve got to be flexible
and adaptable. You have
to persevere and lead by
example. You can’t talk to
people about what they need to
do - you need to show them. It
is important that you set high
standards and deploy people
so that they can have the
highest impact. I always seek
feedback, which enables me to
recalibrate as needed. Finally,
you have to do something that
you love to do.”
For Khoury, that love
transcends even iFire; as hard
as he is working to make the
company succeed, finding
new hurdles to conquer is his
true passion. So what does the
future hold for Nick Khoury?
“For now, I’m committed
to making iFire a success,”
he says, “and I think we can
make this happen. I think
I work best in challenging
environments!” u

degree in educational
leadership. He has worked
with the Boy Scouts of
America for a number of years
and is an academic advisor for
graduate students at Northern
Arizona University in Phoenix,
Ariz. Connie and Jim are
planning a semi-retirement in
Cimarron, N.M., where they
will be opening an art gallery
called the Rockin’ Lazy B
Gallery and Emporium.
1992 Lori Turner
was married in 2004
in Australia. She has
immigrated to Australia
and is happy working in the
nursing profession. She and
her husband live in Duffy,
Canberra.
1994 Tina Banks is
a health coach for Health
Dialog in Phoenix, Ariz. She
and her husband, Daryl, live
in Laveen, Ariz. and have two
children, Dion and Tiffany.
1996 Margaret Scott
of Bath is a registered nurse
at Lehigh Valley Hospital
in Allentown. She also
received an associate’s
degree in registered nursing
from NCC in 2003.
2001 Jean Handler
of Walnutport is a nurse
at Holy Family Manor in
Bethlehem.

Radio/TV

1982 Gordon Jones of
Wildwood, N.J. is the owner
of Sea Devil, LLC.
1988 Joseph Ciangiola
is a program director at
the Joseph H. Firth Youth
Center in Phillipsburg,
N.J. He received a
bachelor’s degree from East

Stroudsburg University.
Joseph and his wife, SherryLynn, live in Easton.
1991 Joan Christopher
of Northampton is a
freelance writer and
researcher for WLVT’s
local history documentaries,
and is a reporter for RCN
Cable. She is the co-author
of “Images of America:
The Lehigh Valley Cement
Industry,” which was
published this year.
1997 Sergio Rivas is
a teacher at the Bethlehem
Area Vocational-Technical
School. He and his wife,
Elizabeth, live in Bethlehem
and have two children, Seth
and Atticus.

Registered Nursing

1971 Charles Humphrey
is a registered nurse at
Homecare of the Lehigh
Valley. He and his wife,
Donna, live in Walnutport.
1977 Lynne Edwards is a
staff nurse for Meadowood
Corporation in Lansdale.
She received a bachelor’s
degree from Lycoming
College in 1994. Lynne
and her husband, Jonathan,
live in Collegeville. She
has three children, William,
Timothy and Nathaniel.

1980 Susan J. Appel,
RN, PhD. of Hoover, Ala.
is an assistant professor of
nursing at the University of
Alabama in Birmingham,
Ala. On Feb. 4, she was given
the “Researcher in Minority
Health” award from the
Southern Nurses Research
Society in Memphis, Tenn.
1983 Leslie Heller is
continued on page 44
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Readers Respond

SPRING 2006

Northampton
Community College Magazine

faces of the children tell a story
in themselves.
Thank you. Thank you.
Becky Gorton
Director ECE

N U R T U R I N G O U R G R E AT E S T R E S O U R C E

Thank you for the extra copies
of the NCC Magazine. The
articles were nicely done.
You folks are good friends
to Just Born.
All the best.
Sam Torrence
President, COO
Just Born

Just saw the Northampton
Now articles-they are
fabulous! The look is great
and the content really gets
to the heart of our beliefs. I
know that the children’s center
staff will love reading it as
it supports all that they do.
Please pass along our thanks.
Christina Lincoln
ECE Faculty

I congratulate you on
a marvelous issue of
Northampton. Naturally I am
thrilled that you selected to
do an issue on children. Your
articles are informative and
serve as education and advocacy
statements for early childhood
education and young children.
But I love the photos!!! The
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To the Editor: Preparing
Pennsylvania’s Young
People to be the Leaders of
Tomorrow
Abe Lincoln said, “Give me
six hours to chop down a
tree and I’ll spend the first
four sharpening the axe.”
Now that’s preparation. It
is the same philosophy
we should have about
educating our young people.
For more than 40 years,
Pennsylvania’s community
colleges have successfully
developed education and
training programs to give
young students and working
adults the education and
skills necessary to obtain
rewarding careers in their
communities. In fact, more
than 2 million Pennsylvanian
residents have attended
one of Pennsylvania’s 14
community colleges during
their history. In the last 20
years, enrollment of full-time
students has grown by 60
percent.
Community colleges
have distinguished themselves
as a cost-effective start to a
complete college experience,
as well as a place to receive
a wide range of career and
occupational training degrees
and certificates. By partnering
with the business community,
four-year colleges, high

schools, and vocationtechnical schools, community
colleges are helping prepare
Pennsylvania’s young people
to be the leaders of tomorrow.
Yet, if we are to compete
in this global economy,
we must do a better job of
educating students in the
fields of technology and
science. We must ensure that
today’s students, tomorrow’s
citizens, are equipped
with the skills needed to
succeed. Twenty-first century
businesses look for employees
with a broad range of skills
beyond reading, writing,
and arithmetic, including
the ability to solve complex
problems, think critically,
and have advanced training
in science and technology.
Companies looking to hire
workers with these high
tech skills are finding them
in short supply. Although
it is estimated that by 2010
virtually every job in America
will require some use of
technology.
Today, learning is
extending beyond the
classroom walls. It is a 24/7
process in a highly connected
world. Because of their agility
in creating new programs
and courses to meet regional
and state needs, community
colleges will increasingly play
an important role in meeting
workforce education and
training needs.
I believe we must
restructure our approach to
higher education by further
blurring the lines between
our community colleges,
our technical schools, and
our undergraduate and

graduate institutions so that
Pennsylvania’s young people
get the skills they need to
adequately prepare them to
be a part of the workforce
of the future. Schools must
incorporate “marketplace”
technology in learning
and as part of graduation
requirements, and ensure
that new and emerging
technologies are incorporated
into the school program.
Community colleges
should serve a dual purpose
in workforce development.
First, community colleges
should increasingly prepare
their students to enter jobs
trained and ready to meet an
employer’s immediate needs.
Second, community colleges
must continue to partner with
area businesses to provide
customized training and
education solutions for the
existing workforce.
The Northampton
County Community College’s
expertise in technology and
teaching has earned the school
much praise and recognition
for helping businesses
and their workers remain
current in rapidly evolving
technologies. Through
its Center for Business &
Industry, 15,000 employees
from over 500 businesses and
non-profit organizations have
taken leadership development,
computer, quality assurance
and technical training. The
school’s National Training
Center for Microelectronics
is internationally recognized
for its state of the art facilities
and training methods and
courses in microelectronics,
nano-fabrication and
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optoelectronics, and
its Electrotechnology
Applications Center has
earned a Governorʼ s
Award for Environmental
Excellence for its success in
working with hundreds of
manufacturing firms in the
Lehigh Valley and across the
state to prevent emissions
of pollutants and improve
air quality in our state. It is
these types of programs that
help prepare our kids for
the high tech, high paying
careers that will be more
prevalent in the near future.
On the legislative
front, my colleagues and I
in Harrisburg are working
on Senate Bill 1147 to
make it easier for students
at community colleges
and public universities to
transfer credits between
schools. I believe this
legislation will help ease
the frustration of transfer
students who must repeat
courses because their new
school will not accept all of
their credits.
Community colleges
provide an increasingly
important educational link
for Pennsylvaniaʼ s youth.
The Wall Street Journal
recently noted that twoyear colleges in a number
of states are becoming
official feeder schools
to highly competitive
universities. Currently,
more than 120,000 students
are enrolled in credit and
non-credit courses, and

ge

that number is expected to
increase by 10 percent by
2008. As lawmakers, we
must continue to support
community colleges in their
effort to provide accessible,
affordable, high quality
education and workforce
training for all.
Senator Rob
Wonderling represents the
24th Senatorial District
in Pennsylvania, which
serves parts of Bucks,
Lehigh, Montgomery, and
Northampton counties and
is Chairman of the Senate
Communications and
Technology Committee.

Because NCC Magazine is
usually so accurate and well
edited, I was surprised by a
caption (Spring ʼ 06 issue)
that was not only inaccurate
but also cloying in its childcentrism.
The caption described
a childʼ s “painting” used to
illustrate Marlene Bayerʼ s
feature about education and
art. It read: At first glance,
one might assume this is
a famous action painting
by Frances Kline. But the
master artist behind this
work is 29-month-old
Logan.
If one were to confuse
the untutored drivel of a
very young child with the
work of one of this countryʼ s
most acclaimed twentiethcentury artists, then one is
most certainly unaware that

Franz Joseph Kline (19101962) was very much a male
– not Frances Kline. Franz
Kline had been painting for
more than 20 years before
he became a leader of the
“action painting” branch of
Abstract Expressionism in
America.
What mindless treacle
to call a 29-month-old child
(or a 20-year-old, for that
matter) a “master artist”!
Would one seriously refer
to a three-year-old, who
toots a recorder, as a “master
musician”?
As the arts editor of
a daily newspaper, I was
often confronted by some
overweening parent whoʼ d
goober, in near orgiastic
tones, “Isnʼ t my __ quite
the little artist?” My pat
reply: “I appreciate your
enthusiasm but, no, your
child is no more an artist
than Iʼ d be an architect if I
went out and drew buildings
on a Sunday afternoon.”
This seemingly
innocent over-praising of
every childhood effort is but
one of the scourges of our
child-centric society. And,
as this veteran teacher has
witnessed, these “master
artists” etc., with bloated
egos and a false sense of
entitlement, will too often
become greedy narcissistic
adults. And that is not a
pretty picture.
Boden Day
NCC, ʼ 86, Radio/TVu

12 - 24
Your frankness is commendable. Although you may be a technical
wizard or have very high IQ, your
EQ is on the low side. If you scored
in this range, you may find yourself
blowing up at people or losing sight of
where you are in life. Don’t despair!
Emotional intelligence is not set at
birth - it can be learned and improved.
35 - 44
You have slightly above average
EQ - with room to grow! You are likely
sensitive to the emotional climate of
the people around you - your peers,
friends, family and key clients. You are
well aware of the effect your behavior
has on others.
45-54
Congratulations! You have very
high emotional intelligence. Your level
of EQ likely has been and will be a
driver of your high performance for
years to come.
55-60
Congratulations on your exceptional EQ! If you scored in this range,
there is a slight caveat however. You
are either extremely high in emotional
intelligence or extremely low. How
is this possible? These results may
reflect your high level of self-knowledge or your complete lack of it since
you must be self-aware to assess
yourself accurately. For this reason,
self-awareness is the foundational
competency of emotional intelligence!
You may want to seek clarification
from a peer, co-worker or family
member to validate your score. You’ve
either made it to the top or have a
long way to go.

E-MAIL US YOUR LETTERS AT: jjohnson@northampton.edu, or pjoly@northampton.edu
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Judith H. Chase served

on the Collegeʼ s Early
Childcare Education Advisory
Committee. Judith was the
founder and executive director
of Lehigh Valley Child Care
from 1970 until her retirement
in 2003.

Marian Seymore Johnson

received her associateʼ s degree
in education from Northampton
Community College in 1980.
Marian was retired from Easton
Hospital, where she was
employed for 17 years.

Judith L. Krotzer, charge

nurse at the former Leader
Nursing Home of Bethlehem
for many years, was a 1987
graduate of Northamptonʼ s
nursing program.

Dr. John Carl Wilson
Worsley Sr., DDS helped

to organize the dental hygiene
program at Northampton. He
was a 1935 graduate of Liberty
High School, and completed
his pre-dental studies at Lehigh
University in 1937. After
graduation from the University
of Pennsylvania School of
Dental Medicine, he joined his
father in practice in Bethlehem,
and, in 1975, his son, John
Worsley, Jr., followed his
fatherʼ s and grandfatherʼ s lead
and joined the family practice
as well. A past president of the
Bethlehem Dental Society and
Lehigh Valley Dental Society,
Dr. Worsley was also a member
of numerous organizations
in his profession. He was a
good friend to Northampton
Community College, and he
will be sincerely missed. u
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the charge nurse in the HighRisk Antepartum unit at St.
Barnabas Medical Center in
Livingston, N.J. for the past
21 years. She is the chair of
the Perinatal Loss Committee
and is cross-trained in labor
and delivery. Leslie and her
husband, Murray, live in
Mount Arlington, N.J. and
have two children, Andrew
and Erik.
(( 9;h]]1TaaXP]
of Edgewater, Fla. is the
infection control coordinator
over all the Act facilities of
the Act Corporation which
offers services to the mentally
ill and to clients who have
substance abuse issues. She
enjoys reading the alumni
news in NCCʼ s magazine and
extends her blessings to all.
(( 9dSXcW:]TRWc
is a registered nurse in the
electrophysiology lab at
Easton Hospital. Judith and
her husband, Ricky, live in
Bath. She has four children,
Nicholas, Matthew, Benjamin
and Emily.
(($9^hRTB\XRZTa of
Allentown is a relief charge
registered nurse at the
Cedarbrook County Home.
!!9P\XTA^bT\P]
and Eric Michael Geleta
were married on July 16
at Carpenterʼ s Community
Church in Nazareth. Jamie is
a registered nurse at Warren
Hospital. She and her husband
live in Phillipsburg, N.J.
!#;^aX1T]b^] of
Bethlehem is employed at
Lehigh Valley HospitalCedar Crest in Allentown
as a registered nurse in the
electrophysiology lab.

BTRaTcPaXP[BRXT]RT
<TSXRP[
(&#?PccX;PabT] of
Clemson, S.C. received
a bachelorʼ s degree from
Clemson University. She is
an administrative assistant at
Clemson University.

(&$EXRc^aXP1^fhTa
is a practice administrator at
Gastroenterology Associates,
Ltd. in Allentown. She and
her husband, Kevin, live in
Nazareth and have one child,
Shane Alexander.

B^RXP[F^aZ

(('9^P];dZ^fbZX,
formerly of East Stroudsburg,
is a paraprofessional at the
Aiken County School District
in Aiken, S.C. Joan and her
husband, Fred, recently moved
to Aiken when Fred retired.
!"0]SaTP1PaQXccP
of West Lawn is a sales
coordinator at Lowes Home
Improvement in Shillington.

CWTPcaT

!$1aXP]<PhTab of
Bushkill is an actor/writer and
publisher of two plays. He is
involved with the Alphabet
Theatre Workshop in North
Carolina.

CaPeT[C^daXb\

('$CTaTbP:^W[Ta of

CadRZ3aXeX]V

!#9Ph5aTci is a
delivery driver for Amerigas
in Chester, N.J. He and
his wife, Dorothy, live in
Washington, N.J.

ETcTaX]Pah
CTRW]^[^Vh

!$CPaP5TciTa of
Doylestown is a certified
veterinary nurse at the Ark
Animal Hospital in Chalfont.
She is currently attending
Delaware Valley College,
majoring in large animal science
and specializing in livestock
science and management,
with a minor in pre-veterinary
medicine. She is a member
of both the DVC and national
Block and Bridle organizations,
Sigma Alpha (a professional
agricultural sorority), and
NAVTA. She writes that she
has just completed an artificial
insemination certification
course, working with dairy
cattle. Recently, she helped
wean a baby llama on
campus, and she will be
a showing sheep at the
collegeʼ s annual A-Day.
Tara, who was a member of
Phi Theta Kappa and was
a presidential ambassador
when she attended NCC,
says life is busy, but fun: “I
miss NCC and the vet tech
program dearly, but am very
proud of the foundation and
skills I acquired that have led
me to where I am today.”

F^aS?a^RTbbX]V
Whitehall is the director of
events at Good Shepherd
Rehabilitation Network in
Allentown.

('#7TXSX2PbRXP]^
of Bethlehem is a business
manager in the development
office at Lehigh University
in Bethlehem. She has two
children, Jenna and Erin. u

* Log on to www.northampton.edu/alumni and access

AlumniNet, your
gateway to the Alumni On-Line Community. Share your story, post a photo.
Newly registered Alum refer to page 30 for details to win.

}

NCC Alumni Awards

{a call for nominations

Alumni Distinguished Service
Award to the Community
Alumni Association Educator’s Award

Alumni Professional Achievement Award

Alumni Distinguished Service
Award to NCC

NCC Honorary Alumnus

Here’s your chance to nominate fellow alumni or colleagues for their
accomplishments and service.
Nominations are now being accepted for the Alumni Association’s
“Recipes for Success…Alumni Awards Mixer” October 2006.

Deadline July 15, 2006
For an entry form and detailed information please visit
www.northampton.edu/alumni/award.htm
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